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Abstract
In this dissertation we apply the pionless effective field theory (EFT{pi) to low energy neutron
deuteron elastic scattering process. We calculated some of the polarization observables in
neutron deuteron scattering to next-to-next-to-next-to-leading-order, in particular the trans-
verse asymmetry Ay. All of the previous calculations have the same characteristic feature of
under-predicting this observable, this is known as the Ay-puzzle. At this order of the EFT{pi
new two-body P -wave interaction terms enter into the Lagrangian. This interaction terms
give crucial contributions to the Ay observable. By varying the interaction coefficients within
the allowed error estimates of the EFT{pi we find results that at this order are consistent with
the experimental data. Our conclusion is that the Ay-puzzle is likely to be solved within the
next few orders of the EFT{pi. Other observables in neutron-deuteron scattering process are
also calculated and are in good agreement with the experimental data.
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1Introduction
1.1 Strong interactions at low energies
In quantum field theories (QFTs) in general the coupling constants are renormalized at
some renormalization energy scale µ. This scale is arbitrary and the coupling constants
change their values depending on µ. This is called the renormalization group (RG) flow
or the running of the coupling constants. The equation that describes the running of the
coupling constant depending on the renormalization scale µ is called the renormalization
group equation. It relates the derivative of the coupling constant to a function of the coupling
constant Eq. (1.1).
µ
d
dµ
gµ “ βpgµq, (1.1)
where gµ is the renormalized coupling at the renormalization scale µ. The right hand side
of this equation is called the beta-function and is calculated perturbatively. Usually by
requiring that the Lagrangian is real and the action of the theory has a minimum it is
possible to restrict the values of the coupling gµ to be non-negative. From Eq. (1.1) we see
that if the beta-function is positive then the coupling constant increases with increasing µ.
This is the case for example for a scalar field theory for the field φ with a φ4 interaction
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and quantum electrodynamics (QED). But if the beta-function is negative then the coupling
constant decreases with increasing µ. This is called the asymptotic freedom. An example
theory that has this feature is quantum chromodynamics (QCD). In the regions of µ where the
coupling constants are small we can use perturbation theory to calculate matrix elements and
scattering amplitudes as sums of Feynman diagrams. But when µ is such that the coupling
constants are large perturbation theory is impossible. This is called the non-perturbative
regime of the theory. The non-perturbative regime of QCD is at low energies where the
nuclear reactions happen.
The atomic nucleus is composed of neutrons and protons, also called nucleons. Nucleons
themselves are composite particles, composed of quarks, which carry color and electromag-
netic charge. Quarks interact by strong interactions carried by gluons and by electromag-
netic forces carried by photons. The fundamental theory that describes strong interactions
is QCD, which is asymptotically free at high energies. This means that the beta-function
for the QCD coupling αs is negative, making the coupling decrease with increasing renor-
malization scale (see Fig. 1.1). Solving the RG flow equation Eq. (1.1) for αs at the lowest
order in perturbation theory at which the beta-function gets a non-zero contribution, gives
the asymptotic behavior of αspQq „ 1logQ [1, 2], which is the behavior that we see in Fig. 1.1.
It follows that at high energies αs approaches to zero and QCD is perturbative, but at low
energies the interaction coefficient is large. The behavior of αs shown in Fig. 1.1 is derived
based on the assumption that the coupling αs is small, so the part of the Fig. 1.1 where αs is
large cannot be trusted. But the fact that αs decreases with increasing energy scale means
that it increases when the energy scale is small. So before reaching the region where αs is
large in Fig. 1.1 the perturbation theory breaks down precisely because αs becomes large.
To describe processes involving strongly interacting particles at high energies we can
use perturbation theory and calculate Feynman diagrams contributing to the scattering
amplitudes. But at lower energies αs is larger and perturbation theory is not applicable
anymore. The low energy few-nucleon systems fall into this energy regime where αs is large,
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hence are governed by non-perturbative QCD. Since non-perturbative QCD is extremely
difficult and is not yet solved we have to look for other ways to overcome this difficulty and
to be able to give quantitative predictions about the low energy few-nucleon systems. I’ll
describe some of them briefly.
400 600 800 1000
Q inMeV
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
αs Running ofαs
Figure 1.1: The RG running of the QCD coupling constant.
One of the approaches is the lattice QCD [3]. The idea is to discretize the space-time
dimensions making it into a lattice. This makes the path integral for the observables into
summations over many particle configurations on the lattice. These sums are then calculated
numerically and predictions are extracted. Then the lattice spacing is taken to zero and the
lattice volume is taken to infinity. The predictions become independent of lattice spacing and
this is the continuum limit of lattice QCD. The advantage of this approach is that it gives a
non-perturbative result for the observables, but the disadvantage is that it becomes extremely
complicated when the number of nucleons increases; a certain class of complications arise
called the sign problems. Also it is hard to deal with bound states in lattice QCD.
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Another class of approaches is called potential models [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. The idea is to con-
struct two-nucleon and three-nucleon interaction potentials based on the known symmetries,
then to write the Schrödinger equation and determine the energy levels and wave functions
by solving the Schrödinger equation numerically. The potentials will have some adjustable
parameters which are fit to the few nucleon experimental data. The different potential
models usually differ on the short range part of the interaction and the long range part is
usually taken to be a one-pion exchange Yukawa potential: „ e´mpir
r
[4]. The disadvantage
of potential models is that they do not give a natural way of estimating the theoretical
error associated with a particular model and they are not systematically improvable. Also
they don’t have a way of making a connection to QCD as opposed to effective field theories
(EFTs), which are constructed with the symmetries of the underlying fundamental theory.
Our approach is the non-relativistic pionless effective field theory (EFT{pi) [9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. The EFT{pi is constructed to describe nucleons and their interactions
at low energies, such that pions are not explicit degrees of freedom and the appropriate
degrees of freedom are the nucleon fields coupled with external electromagnetic fields and
weak currents.
1.2 Effective Field Theories
EFTs are quantum field theories that approximate an underlying “true” field theory such as
QED, QCD, the standard model, etc.. [19]. To describe a given physical process there might
be some physical argument why some of the information contained in the underlying theory
is irrelevant. For example those processes might be at a certain energy regime, which defines
an energy scale in the problem, and in the underlying theory there might exist particles that
are much heavier than this scale and hence the dynamics of those particles are irrelevant
for the description of those processes to some order. Another example of how an EFT can
approximate an underlying theory might be the following: say again we are trying to describe
a process at a certain energy and the underlying theory contains particles that are, this time,
4
much lighter than this scale, then, by neglecting the mass of those particles one might obtain
more symmetries in the theory which can be useful in the description of the process.
There are two ways to construct an EFT: top to bottom and bottom to top. In a certain
sense the top to bottom approach can serve as a justification for the bottom to top approach,
so I’ll describe both of these.
Here are the steps in the top to bottom approach. Start with the underlying “true”
theory and write the path integral for the scattering amplitude of a given process. Then
figure out the irrelevant particles (degrees of freedom). Start integrating them out of the
path-integral. The last step is an order-by-order process, which gives an expansion in powers
of a parameter called the power counting parameter. This parameter can be, for example
the ratio of the energy scale existing in the problem over the mass of the particles that are
being integrated out. At each order the derived theory is equivalent to a theory given by a
particular Lagrangian, which is called the “effective Lagrangian.” At every order the effective
Lagrangian is the same as at the previous order, along with more terms of higher order in
the power counting parameter. Those extra terms are constrained only by the symmetries of
the original theory. All the parameters appearing at each order, such as masses or coupling
constants in the interaction terms, are fixed by the original parameters of the underlying
theory and the relevant energy scales. All of these new parameters encode the information
contained in the original theory. As a result one gets a list of effective Lagrangians which can
describe the process under consideration in simpler terms than the original theory, because
these Lagrangians only contain the relevant degrees of freedom. One hopes that at each
order the description gets better, because at each subsequent order the new contributions to
the Lagrangian are of higher power in power counting parameter.
In the bottom to top approach the steps are as follows. First figure out and postulate
what the symmetries of the underlying “true” theory are. Then take all the degrees of freedom
which are the fields of the particles relevant to the process under consideration. Figure out
what the power counting parameter is. Then write down a completely general Lagrangian
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in which the terms go up to a certain order in the power counting parameter, respecting all
the symmetries of the original theory. Again at each order we may get several new terms
in the Lagrangian. For practical purposes the parameters in the Lagrangian are not fixed
by matching to the underlying theory. To fix the parameters in the effective Lagrangian at
each order experimental data may be used (position of the poles corresponding to bound
states, residues around the poles, scattering lengths, scattering cross-sections, etc...). Again
the expectation is that at each order the description of a process under consideration gets
more accurate.
QFTs which are constructed to be fundamental theories valid for all energy scales, are
required to be renormalizable. This means that all the divergencies at any order can be
absorbed into a finite set of interaction parameters. EFTs do not have to satisfy this re-
quirement, because at each order we get new terms in the Lagrangian which can absorb the
divergencies. This is called order by order renormalizability.
Here are some examples of EFTs:
1) Chiral perturbation theory (χPT) [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31].
In processes where the masses of the light quarks are negligible we can neglect the mass
terms for those quarks in the QCD Lagrangian. Then the four component Dirac spinors
representing those quarks can be broken into two two-component spinors, which are called
left-handed and right-handed Weyl spinors. After doing so it becomes apparent that there
are two SUp2q symmetry groups, one acting on left- and the other on right-handed spinors,
leaving the Lagrangian invariant. So the total symmetry group is an SU(2)Lˆ SU(2)R which
is called the chiral symmetry group. In constructing the χPT Lagrangian the terms have to
respect all the QCD symmetries and an additional chiral symmetry at leading order (LO).
At next-to-leading order (NLO) we should have explicit symmetry breaking for the chiral
symmetry as it is broken in QCD by the mass terms of the light quarks. The inclusion of
the mass terms, although being NLO in the power counting of the χPT, may give the LO
(first non-zero) contribution for certain observables. We will see the same kind of effect in
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pionless EFT too, where certain spin-polarization observables get their LO contribution from
the N2LO interaction terms in the EFT power counting. The power counting parameters in
χPT are the ratio of the pion masse mpi over ΛQCD, and the momentum transfer in a process
over ΛQCD. There is a simultaneous expansion in powers of both of these parameters.
2) Heavy quark effective theory (HQET) [32, 33]. This seems to be the opposite situation
of the χPT; here the masses of the heavy quarks are taken to infinity. The heavy quarks are
treated as classical, stationary sources. At LO no interaction will rotate their spin, hence no
interaction can depend on their spin and we get an additional spin-symmetry, which is the
heavy quark spin symmetry. Here the power counting parameter is the ratio of ΛQCD over
the heavy quark masses.
3) Heavy hadron chiral perturbation theory (HHχPT) [34, 35, 36, 37]. HHχPT is a
combination of χPT and HQET. Here the heavy hadrons are considered as nonrelativistic
particles, so the expansion corresponding to heavy quark spin symmetry is in the powers of
the derivatives acting on the rotated heavy hadron fields, because each derivative brings a
heavy quark residual momentum down from the exponent.
4) X-EFT [38]. This is a particular type of HHχPT concerning the physics of the Xp3872q
particle [39, 40, 41, 42, 43]. It describes D-mesons and pions near the mass of the Xp3872q.
The power counting in X-EFT is the same as for HHχPT; the operators are arranged in
powers of the derivatives acting on them. X-EFT can be used to calculate different decay
rates and production mechanisms of the Xp3872q [44, 45].
5) Soft-Collinear effective theory (SCET) [46]. SCET is constructed to describe pro-
cesses that involve energetic quark-gluon jets and not-so-energetic (soft) gluons. The power
counting parameter is the ratio of the two lightcone-momentum components of the collinear
quarks λ “ pK
p´ . The less λ is the more collinear is the quark [47].
6) Non-relativistic pionless EFT (EFT{pi) [48]. EFT{pi is about nonrelativistic nucleons and
their interactions. In the processes analyzed by EFT{pi the typical momentum exchange in the
scattering must be much smaller than the mass of the pion. The power counting parameter
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for EFT{pi is the ratio QΛ {pi , where Q is the typical momentum exchange in the scattering and
Λ{pi is the EFT{pi breakdown scale, Λ{pi À mpi.
1.3 The tale of Ay
In the past several decades there has been much effort put into understanding the nuclear
forces at the level of few nucleons [49, 9, 5]. There have been many potentials constructed
to describe the interaction between nucleons [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. To put these potentials to test
observables needed to be calculated and measured. So the easiest starting point from the
point of view of both theory and experiment, was to look at the processes involving only
two nucleons. The quantum mechanical two-body problem is fairly easy to solve; in all the
cases of interest it can always be reduced to just a one-body problem in a potential. Several
potentials can be constructed and adjusted to reproduce the two-nucleon data. So the next
filter to use to rule out the “wrong” potentials or unimportant terms in the potentials is
the three-nucleon processes. The three-body problem in quantum mechanics is much harder
than the two-body one. The first theoretical calculations involving three nucleons became
possible after Faddeev introduced in 1961 an integral equation that the scattering amplitude
must satisfy in a non-relativistic scattering process [50]. At the three nucleon-sector some of
the possible processes are the nucleon deuteron (Nd) elastic scattering. So we can have either
proton deuteron (pd) or neutron deuteron (nd) scatterings. From the point of view of the
theory the nd scattering is easier to analyze, because there is only one charged particle in this
process, the proton inside the deuteron. Thus, the calculation will avoid all the complications
coming from the Coulomb interactions. But from the point of view of experiment the pd
scattering is both easier to perform and collect more precise data. This is because the proton
beam is easier to control, direct and detect due to the electrical charge. One of the observables
in Nd scattering is the total unpolarized cross-section. As this observable is averaged over
all incoming and outgoing spins of the scattering particles, it is not very sensitive to the
interaction terms in the potentials that have spin-structure. To be able to gather more
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information about these terms, more sensitive observables are needed. One of those sensitive
observables is the vector analyzing power, Ay. This observable measures the asymmetry of
the scattering of polarized nucleons on unpolarized deuterons, the nucleon polarization being
perpendicular to the beam axis. The asymmetry is between nucleon polarization in opposite
directions.
Until the end of 1970s the experimentalists were gathering data on pd scattering and the
theorists were doing calculations on nd scattering. Because of the lack of data and calcula-
tions physicists were only able to compare the pd data to nd calculations. The argument was
that the pd and nd elastic scattering processes are related through isospin symmetry, which
is an approximate symmetry. Therefore, if we neglect the Coulomb interactions these two
processes should qualitatively look the same. Real comparison of theoretical calculations to
data became possible after W. Tornow, et. al. published series of experimental papers in
1978, 1982 and 1983 reporting Ay data for nd elastic scattering for center of mass energies
at 12 MeV, 10 MeV and 14.1 MeV [51, 52, 53]. In 1987 C. R. Howell, et. al. published a
paper with new data for Ay in nd scattering, comparing the existing data from 10 to 14 MeV
with theoretical Faddeev calculations [54]. These calculations used many different potentials
(Paris, Bonn, etc.), and the data showed preference for some models over the others. How-
ever, all of these models had the same problem; they failed to predict the correct magnitude
of Ay near its maximum. Since then and until now this problem persists throughout all of the
potential models: they predict the correct shape of Ay, the correct position of its maximum,
but under-predict its magnitude [55, 56] (see Fig. 1.2 1).
This problem is known as the “Ay puzzle” [58], and, because it has been measured for nd
scattering, there have been many attempts to solve it. C. R. Howell, et. al. [54] mentioned
in their paper that all of the models see that the Ay is very sensitive to the two-nucleon 3PJ
1 Reprinted from [56], Nuclear Physics A, Volume 607, Issue 4, A. Kievsky, S. Rosati, W. Tornow, M.
Viviani, “Critical comparison of experimental data and theoretical predictions for N-d scattering below the
breakup threshold,” Pages 402-424, Copyright (1996), with permission from Elsevier.
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Figure 1.2: (Caption and figure reprinted from [56]). Comparison of the neutron analyzing
power Ay data of McAninch, et. al. [57] with the theoretical predictions obtained in the
work of A. Kievsky, et. al. [56].
phase shifts. This has motivated several authors to seek for the solution of the Ay puzzle
by adjusting the 3PJ phase shifts to get the correct magnitude of the Ay. However changing
the 3PJ phase shifts to get the Ay right led to inconsistencies with other two or three-body
observables. In 1998 D. Huber, et. al. [59] used the AV18 potential to calculate Ay. In
this potential there are eighteen different operator structures, from which D. Huber, et. al.
determined the five that have non-zero contributions to Ay. They concluded that the Ay
puzzle cannot be solved by just adjusting the two-body forces, so likely it will be solved by
including some three-body forces that had not been considered before. In 2001 E. Epelbaum
et. al. [60] claimed that according to their calculations they are able to find the correct
magnitude of Ay by including a new two-body force, which is derived from the chiral EFT,
in the potential. But in their calculations for two-nucleon processes they compared their
results not to the observables but to the phase-shifts only. Later in 2001 D. R. Entem and
R. Machleidt [55] noted that the calculations need to be compared to the two-nucleon data
directly, instead of solely to the phase shifts. So they did the comparison and reported that
the problem is still not resolved. They also analyzed the possible ways of solving the Ay
puzzle and came to the conclusion that, as far as only two-body interactions are used, it is
impossible to solve the puzzle without ruining the low energy two-nucleon predictions. There
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also have been attempts to resolve the puzzle by including some three-body forces into the
potentials [61, 62]. However, for all the three-body forces tested, the predictions for the Ay
were either not changing or getting worse.
The disadvantage of potential models is that there is no systematic theoretical approach
to understand which potential is better than the other and by how much. Hence, to rule out
models, physicists have to entirely rely on comparison of the calculations to the experiment.
The EFT approach, on the other hand, is constructed with the tool of comparing things in
its core. This tool is the power counting parameter, which needs to be determined before
an EFT is constructed. The power counting parameter is a small parameter characteristic
to the processes that the EFT is constructed for, and all the terms in an EFT Lagrangian,
all the calculated amplitudes and observables are expanded in powers of this parameter. As
a consequence we get a natural way of determining which term is more significant and to
what extent.
The EFT, which is best fit to describe the non-relativistic few-nucleon systems is EFT{pi
[10]. Up to and including next-to-next-to-leading-order (N2LO) in powers of the power count-
ing parameter, the EFT{pi gives very small contributions to the Ay observable. Nevertheless,
at the next order (N3LO) the two-nucleon 3PJ interactions enter into the EFT{pi Lagrangian,
and these interactions give the first substantial contributions to the Ay. In this dissertation I
am going to present the first N3LO calculation of the nd scattering amplitude and show what
the EFT{pi predictions for Ay look like at this order. The rest of this dissertation is organized
as follows: in Chapter 2 EFT{pi at two- and three-nucleon sectors up to and including the
second order is described, in Chapter 3 EFT{pi at two- and three-nucleon sectors at the third
order and higher is described. In this chapter the third order calculation of the Ay observable
is given. In Chapter 4 the results for the Ay are given along with conclusions and future
directions.
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2Non-Relativistic Pionless EFT: Up to Order-2
2.1 Two-nucleon sector at LO
The Lagrangian density for the two-nucleon sector is constructed such that theNN scattering
amplitude matches onto the effective range expansion (ERE). The ERE exploits the unitarity
of the S-matrix to derive an expression for the scattering amplitude. As the S-matrix must
be unitary, the diagonal elements (diagonal in partial wave expansion) must be complex
numbers with absolute value 1. So we have:
S “ e2iδ, (2.1)
where δ is a real number and it is called the phase shift.
From the connection of the S-matrix to the scattering amplitude A: S “ 1 ` ikM
2pi
A, we
can derive an expression for A in terms of the phase shift δ. Here k is the absolute value of
the nucleon three-momentum in the center of mass (CM) frame and M is the nucleon mass.
A “ 4pi
M
e2iδ ´ 1
2ik
“ 4pi
M
1
ke´iδ
eiδ ´ e´iδ
2i
“ 4pi
M
sin δ
kpcos δ ´ i sin δq “
4pi
M
1
k cot δ ´ ik (2.2)
Eq. (2.2) is true for any given partial wave and it is shown in [63, 64] that k cot δ in the
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S-wave is an analytical function of k and that around k “ 0 the expansion is the following:
k cotpδq “ ´1
a
` 1
2
r0k
2 ` sk4 ` ... (2.3)
Here a is the scattering length, r0 is the effective range, and s is the shape parameter. The
derivation of the last formula in [63] relies on non-relativistic quantum mechanics and inves-
tigation of the Schrödinger equation, which is applicable for non-relativistic NN scattering.
In the 3S1 channel the deuteron pole exists in the scattering amplitude, so k cot δ can be
expanded around the deuteron pole.
For the two-nucleon sector at leading order the Lagrange density is:
L “ N :
˜
iB0 `
~∇2
2MN
¸
N ´ C0pNTPNq:pNTPNq (2.4)
where N is the nucleon field, which technically has two indices, one for spin and one for
isospin, each of which has two components. Those indices are suppressed because of the
common notation. The operator N only destroys a nucleon, it does not create an antinucleon,
because this is a non-relativistic field theory. And P is a spin-isospin projector, not containing
any derivatives, because this is at leading order and any derivatives would make the operator
higher order. To reproduce the deuteron bound state in NN scattering amplitude all the
graphs in Fig 2.1 need to be added up.
+ + +  . . .
Figure 2.1: NN scattering: bubble sum.
Luckily this sum is just a geometric series and can be calculated in closed form. In the
center of mass frame we have:
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A “ ´C0 ´ C0I0C0 ´ C0I0C0I0C0 ´ ... “ ´11
C0
´ I0 (2.5)
where I0 is the one-loop integral:
I0 “ ´i
ż
d4q
p2piq4
i
E ` q0 ´ q22M ` i
i
´q0 ´ q22M ` i
. (2.6)
Here E is the total incoming momentum in the center of mass frame: E “ k2
M
. The q0
integration can be done by closing the contour either in the upper complex plane or the
lower, picking up the residue over the pole we find:
I0 “
ż
d3q
p2piq3
1
E ´ q2
M
` i “ ´
M
4pi
p 2
pi
Λ` ikq (2.7)
where Λ is a sharp cutoff on |~q|. The same result is obtained using the so-called Power
Divergence Subtraction (PDS) [65] subtraction scheme. From here we can find the scattering
amplitude:
A “ ´4pi
M
1
4pi
MC0
` 2
pi
Λ` ik . (2.8)
This matches the ERE expression for the scattering amplitude at LO. The pole in this
amplitude corresponds to the deuteron bound state:
4pi
MC0
` 2
pi
Λ “ γt (2.9)
where γt is the binding momentum and is defined by: γt “
?
MB “ 45.70 MeV, where
B “ 2.2 MeV is the deuteron binding energy. Note that the interaction coefficient C0
depends on the regulator, the cutoff in our case, so that the observable γt matches to its
experimental, cutoff-independent value.
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2.2 Two-nucleon sector at higher orders
Here I describe the EFT{pi in the two-nucleon sector at higher orders, but I only give some
of the two-nucleon interactions. Some of the two-nucleon forces such as SD mixing and the
P -wave interactions will be discussed in the three-nucleon sector.
To be able to consider three-body scattering problems we first need to construct the
two-body Lagrangian to higher orders. It turns out to be very useful to introduce auxiliary
dibaryon fields ti for the deuteron, which is a spin-triplet and isospin-singlet and sa, which
is a spin-singlet and isospin-triplet. The Lagrangian density in the S-wave channel for the
two-body sector to all orders is given by:
L “ N :
˜
iB0 `
~∇2
2MN
¸
N
` t:i
¨˝
∆t ´
8ÿ
n“0
cnt
˜
iB0 `
~∇2
4MN
` γ
2
t
MN
¸n`1‚˛ti
` s:a
¨˝
∆s `∆N2LOs δa´1 ´
8ÿ
n“0
cns
˜
iB0 `
~∇2
4MN
` γ
2
s
MN
¸n`1‚˛sa
` ytpt:i pNTPiNq ` h.c.q ` ysps:apNTPaNq ` h.c.q,
(2.10)
where the projectors are defined by: Pi “ 1?8σ2σiτ2 and Pa “ 1?8τ2τaσ2. By Gaussian path
integration it can be shown that this Lagrangian density is equivalent to a completely general
Lagrangian density involving only nucleon fields [11]. The NN elastic scattering amplitude
is given by the ERE and the same amplitude can be calculated using this Lagrangian, hence
the two answers should match and the cnt (cns) coefficients should be related to the ERE
parameters. We will see this matching in the 3S1 channel where the deuteron lives. The
deuteron propagator at LO is given by the infinite bubble sum, as shown in Fig. 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Double line is the LO full deuteron propagator, thin solid line is the nucleon
propagator, thick solid line is the bare deuteron propagator i
∆t
.
Without loss of generality the coupling yt can be chosen to be: y2t “ 4piMN . This sum
is just a geometric series so it can be calculated in a closed form giving the LO deuteron
propagator:
iDLOt pp0, ~pq “ i
∆t ` Λ´
b
~p2
4
´MNp0 ´ i
, (2.11)
where Λ is the momentum cutoff (it is actually off by the factor 2
pi
, which is absorbed by just
redefining the cutoff). Using this we can find the exact deuteron propagator to all orders,
which will be given by another geometric series shown in the figure:
+ +...+
Figure 2.3: Deuteron propagator to all orders.
In this figure the solid circle denotes the single insertion of all the cnt interactions summed
over all n. This means that the sum given in this figure is not order-by-order, meaning that
each of the summands itself has terms at all orders. This sum also can be calculated in a
closed form giving:
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iDall-orderst pp0, ~pq “ i
∆t ` Λ´
b
~p2
4
´MNp0 ´ i
8ÿ
m“0
¨˚
˚˝
8ř
n“0
cntpp0 ´ ~p24MN `
γ2t
MN
qn`1
∆t ` Λ´
b
~p2
4
´MNp0 ´ i
‹˛‹‚
m`1
(2.12)
Where p0 and ~p is the energy and the three-momentum of the deuteron. Doing the summation
over m gives:
iDall-orderst pp0, ~pq “ i
∆t ` Λ´
b
~p2
4
´MNp0 ´ i´
8ř
n“0
cnt
´
p0 ´ ~p24MN `
γ2t
MN
¯n`1 (2.13)
To find the NN scattering amplitude in the center of mass frame we need to attach the
nucleon-legs to the deuteron propagator to all-orders and plug in p0 “ ~k2MN , ~p “ 0, where ~k
is the incoming nucleon momentum. This will give for the amplitude:
A “ ´ 4pi
MN
1
∆t ` Λ` ik ´
8ř
n“0
cntp ~k2MN `
γ2t
MN
qn`1
. (2.14)
As was expected this amplitude is exactly the same as the one given by the ERE (2.2).
Equating both equations at each order in the k´expansion we can match the cnt coefficients
to ERE parameters. The ERE parameters are matched to experiment so those are cutoff
independent. This forces the parameter ∆t in the Lagrangian to depend on the cutoff, but
all the other parameters cnt are cutoff independent [12].
From the matching the EFT{pi and ERE we know that we can do the substitution ∆t`Λ “
γt in Eq. (2.13). Separating the first term in the sum in the denominator Eq. (2.13) can be
rewritten:
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Dall-orderst pp0, ~pq
“ i
γt ´
b
~p2
4
´MNp0 ´ i´ c0tMN
´
MNp0 ´ ~p24 ` γ2t
¯
´
8ř
n“1
cnt
´
p0 ´ ~p24MN `
γ2t
MN
¯n`1
“ 1
γt ´
b
~p2
4
´MNp0 ´ i
ˆ 1
1´ c0t
MN
ˆ
γt `
b
~p2
4
´MNp0
˙
´
8ř
n“1
cnt
´
p0 ´ ~p24MN `
γ2t
MN
¯nˆ
γt `
b
~p2
4
´MNp0
˙ .
(2.15)
From here we can see that around the deuteron pole where γt “
b
~p2
4
´MNp0 all the terms
in the sum in the second denominator do not contribute to the residue and we get for the
residue the following expression:
Zt “ 1
1´ c0t
MN
2γt
. (2.16)
The coefficient c0t is matched onto ERE and this matching gives the numerical value for the
residue Zt “ 1.690. Expressing the coefficient c0t in terms of Zt we can substitute it into
Eq. (2.15) we can re-expand the deuteron propagator in powers of Zt´1
2
« 0.3 finding:
Dall-orderst pp0, ~pq
“ 1
γt ´
b
~p2
4
´MNp0 ´ i«
1` Zt ´ 1
2γt
˜
γt `
c
~p2
4
´MNp0
¸
`
ˆ
Zt ´ 1
2γt
˙2 ˆ
p2
4
´MNp0 ´ γ2t
˙
` ...
ff
.
(2.17)
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Putting the deuteron propagator into this form is called the Z-parametrization [12][13].
The same sort of re-expansion can be done for the spin-singlet dibaryon propagator, and
this is what we use in our calculations. This way of expanding the dibaryon propagators
has its advantages, one of them being that the dibaryon wave-function renormalization is
recovered fully at the NLO of the perturbation, instead of getting contributions at every
order. The other advantages and disadvantages are discussed in the references given above
in this paragraph.
2.3 Three-nucleon sector at LO, quartet channel
Having the Lagrangian at the two-body sector we are able to consider three-body scattering
problems such as neutron-deuteron (nd) or proton-deuteron (pd) elastic scattering [14]. We
will consider nd scattering, because there is no Coulomb interaction and we only need the
strong interactions which are encoded in the constructed effective Lagrangian. For calcula-
tions in EFT{pi about the pd scattering process see for example [66, 67]. As the neutron is a
spin 1
2
particle and the deuteron is a spin 1 particle the scattering can happen in two different
channels: total spin-1
2
, the doublet channel, and total spin-3
2
, the quartet channel. We will
first take a look at the quartet channel scattering. At leading order we have an infinite set
of diagrams (see Fig. 2.4) that contributes to nd scattering in the quartet channel much like
the two-body case.
The difference between this sum and the sum that we find in the two-body case is that
this sum is not a simple geometric series, so we don’t find a closed form expression for the
amplitude as in the two-body case. Instead we can see that the scattering amplitude satisfies
an integral equation represented diagrammatically in the Fig. 2.5 [14]
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Figure 2.4: Pinball diagrams for LO nd scattering.
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Figure 2.5: Quartet channel LO nd equation.
The oval with a “0” in the Fig. 2.5 is the leading order nd scattering amplitude, which is the
sum of all the terms in the Fig. 2.4. The explicit form of the integral equation is given by:
pitjiqβbαap~k, ~p, p
2
2MN
q “ y
2
t
2
pσiσjqβαδba i
k2
4MN
´ p2
2MN
´ γ2t
MN
´ p~k`~pq2
2MN
` i
` y
2
t
2
pσiσkqβγδbc
ż
d4q
p2piq4 pit
jkqγcαap~k, ~q, q0q
ˆ iDp0qt pE ´ q0, ~qq i
q0 ´ q22MN ` i
i
E ´ p2
2MN
´ q0 ´ p~p`~qq22MN ` i
(2.18)
where i and j are the initial and final deuteron polarizations, α and β are the initial and final
nucleon spin, and a and b are the initial and final nucleon isospin. The incoming momentum
in the CM frame is ~k and the outgoing momentum in the CM frame is ~p, the total energy of
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the system is E “ 3k2
4MN
´ γ2t
MN
. The leading order dressed deuteron propagator is Dp0qt pp0, ~pq,
where the superscript 0 stands for LO.
Here we have put the incoming nucleon, deuteron and the outgoing nucleon on-shell, while
the outgoing deuteron is off-shell. The energy and momentum of the outgoing deuteron is
determined by the conservation of energy-momentum. The amplitude t in this equation
depends on three entries which are respectively the incoming momentum ~k, the outgoing
momentum ~p and the energy of the outgoing nucleon, which is ~p
2
2MN
on the left hand side
and q0 on the right hand side. On the right hand side inside the loop the nucleon that
is attached to the scattering amplitude has energy-momentum pq0, ~qq and this is the loop
energy-momentum that we are integrating over.
The first step towards solving this integral equation is to simplify it by doing the q0
integration on the right hand side. Each of the three propagators in the loop has a pole
in the complex q0 plane and it is easy to see that the two poles coming from the deuteron
propagator and the exchanged nucleon propagator are on one side of the real axis and the
second nucleon propagator is on the other side of the real axis. So we can close the contour
of integration so that we pick up only one pole coming from the second nucleon propagator
hence putting it on shell: q0 “ q22MN . After doing this we can drop the third variable from the
amplitude t and interpret the function tp~k, ~pq as the amplitude that has incoming momentum
~k, outgoing momentum ~p, the incoming particles on-shell and the outgoing nucleon on-shell.
pitjiqβbαap~k, ~pq “ y
2
t
2
pσiσjqβαδba i
E ´ k2
2MN
´ p2
2MN
´ p~k`~pq2
2MN
` y
2
t
2
pσiσkqβγδbc
ż
d3q
p2piq3 pit
jkqγcαap~k, ~qq
ˆ iDp0qt pE ´ q
2
2MN
, ~qq i
E ´ p2
2MN
´ q2
2MN
´ p~p`~qq2
2MN
(2.19)
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Now we can project this equation onto the spin quartet channel and do the partial wave
decomposition projecting on the l-th partial wave. To do this we put the z axis along ~p, we
multiply both sides of the equation by Y ml pkˆq and integrate by the angles of kˆ: dΩkˆ. From
the previous equation we see that the amplitude depends only on the angle θ between the
vectors ~k and ~p and does not depend on the angle φ, which is the azimuthal coordinate of the
vector ~k. Doing the integration on the left hand side we will find the projected amplitude for
m “ 0 which is denoted by tpk, pq, and we will find 0 for all the other values of m. The same
way for the first first term on the right hand side we will find something proportional toş
dΩkˆY
m
l pkˆq 1
E´ k2
2MN
´ p2
2MN
´ p~k`~pq2
2MN
, which is zero for non-zero values of m and for m “ 0 equals
to
ş
dx Plpxq 1
E´ k2
MN
´ p2
MN
´ kpx
MN
, where x “ cospθq. This will give Legendre polynomials of the
second kind. The tricky part of this calculation is the second term of the right hand side.
Here again we find m “ 0, so from Y ml pkˆq we have Plpkˆ ¨ pˆq, which can be expanded using
the addition theorem:
Plpkˆ ¨ pˆq “ 4pi
2l ` 1
lÿ
m“´l
Y ml pkˆqY ˚ml ppˆq (2.20)
In the last equation the z axis is arbitrary so we can chose it to be along ~q. No matter whether
the z axis is along ~p or ~q the weight dΩkˆ does not change. So we can integrate the amplitude
pitjkqγcαap~k, ~qq with Y ml pkˆq over the angles of ~k: dΩkˆ to find that the only contribution comes
from m “ 0 and is proportional to the projected amplitude tpk, qq. Then using the second
spherical harmonic with the nucleon propagator, we can do the integration over the angles
of ~q to again find something in terms of Legendre polynomials of the second kind. The final
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expression after doing all of these manipulations is:
tl0pk, pq “ ´y
2
tMN
pk
Ql
ˆ
p2 ` k2 ´MNE
pk
˙
´ 2
pi
ż
dqq2tl0pk, qq 1b
3q2
4
´MNE ´ i´ γt
1
pq
Ql
ˆ
p2 ` q2 ´MNE ´ i
pq
˙
(2.21)
Here the Legendre polynomials of the second kind are (this differs from the conventional
definition by a phase factor p´1ql):
Qlpaq “ 1
2
ż 1
´1
dx
Plpxq
x` a (2.22)
This is the equation that the leading order quartet channel l-th partial wave amplitude
satisfies. It was first derived by Skornyakov and Ter-Martirosian [68] and it can be solved
numerically using the Hetherington-Schick method [69]. It is easy to see that discretizing
the integral turns the equation into a system of algebraic equations, which is then solved
numerically. I will give more details on the numerical methods used and on the general
theory of integral equations in Appendix B.
Originally we had a three-dimensional integral equation, but after projecting it on differ-
ent partial waves we get an infinite set of one-dimensional integral equations, one for each
partial wave. At low energies however, the contributions from higher partial waves gets
smaller, so we keep only up to and including G-waves.
We can write the projected integral equation in the following form:
tl0pk, pq “ Bl0pk, pq `K l0pq, p, Eq b tl0pk, qq, (2.23)
here the b operation is defined by the following equation:
Apqq bBpqq “ 2
pi
ż
dq q2ApqqBpqq, (2.24)
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also Bl0pk, pq and K l0pq, p, Eq are given by:
Bl0pk, pq “ ´y
2
tMN
pk
Ql
ˆ
p2 ` k2 ´MNE
pk
˙
, (2.25)
and
K l0pq, p, Eq “ ´ 1b
3q2
4
´MNE ´ i´ γt
1
pq
Ql
ˆ
p2 ` q2 ´MNE
pq
˙
. (2.26)
2.4 Three-nucleon sector at NLO, quartet channel
At NLO the scattering amplitude gets a correction which itself satisfies an integral equation
given in the following Fig. 2.6 [18]:
=1 + 10
Figure 2.6: Quartet channel NLO nd equation.
The oval with “1” inside is the NLO correction to the nd scattering amplitude and the cross on
the deuteron represents the effective range correction to the deuteron propagator. Explicitly,
this integral equation can be written as:
tl1pk, pq “ tl0pk, pqR1pp, Eq `K l0pq, p, Eq b tl1pk, qq, (2.27)
where R1pp, Eq is the effective range insertion which is the first order correction to the
deuteron propagator, and is given by:
R1pp, Eq “ Zt ´ 1
2γt
˜
γt `
c
3
4
p2 ´MNE
¸
. (2.28)
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2.5 Three-nucleon sector at N2LO, quartet channel
The integral equation satisfied by the N2LO correction to the scattering amplitude is given
in the Fig. 2.7:
=2 + +0 21
Figure 2.7: Quartet channel N2LO nd equation.
Here the oval with the “2” in it is the second order correction to the amplitude, also the
star on the deuteron is a higher order effective range correction to the deuteron propagator.
Explicitly:
tl2pk, pq “ rtl1pk, pq ´ pZt ´ 1qtl0pk, pqsR1pp, Eq `K l0pq, p, Eq b tl2pk, qq. (2.29)
Note that the kernels of the LO, NLO and N2LO integral equations are all the same, which
makes the numerical solution of those equations easier. This point is also discussed in the
beginning of chapter 3.
The reason why we look at the quartet channel first is two-fold. Firstly in the quartet
channel the diagrams involving the spin-singlet auxiliary field sa do not contribute, because
this field has spin zero. In the doublet channel on the other hand, diagrams that involve
sa fields do contribute. As a result in the quartet channel we have one integral equation
for each partial wave, but in the doublet channel we have a system of two coupled integral
equations for each partial wave (more on this in chapter 3). Secondly the asymptotic anal-
ysis of the solutions for the quartet channel integral equations shows that these solutions
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become independent of the cutoff as the cutoff goes to infinity. The same result is found by
numerically looking at the cutoff dependence of the solution. This is not always the case
for the doublet channel. The doublet S-wave amplitude shows a very strong dependence
on the cutoff which does not go away for big cutoffs, which makes it necessary to include a
three-body counterterm into the Lagrangian. This modifies the doublet S-wave equation so
that the solution of the new equation becomes cutoff independent for large cutoffs. The same
type of problem arises when one considers the three-body scattering problem in an EFT that
is the equivalent of the EFT{pi when instead of spin-12 nucleons one considers spinless bosons.
So now I will describe the three-boson problem and show how the asymptotic analysis is
done in this simpler setting. Then we can go on to the discussion of the doublet channel nd
scattering.
2.6 Three-boson system in EFT{pi and asymptotic analysis
Following [70], the Lagrangian describing non-relativistic bosons with contact interactions is
given by:
L “ ψ:
˜
iB0 `
~∇2
2M
¸
ψ `∆T :T ´ g?
2
pT :ψψ ` h.c.q ` hT :Tψ:ψ. (2.30)
Here ψ is the non-relativistic boson field and T is the dimeron field which represents the
bound state of the two bosons. The field T is the analog to the ti and sa fields in EFT{pi for
nucleons. Here too one can recover the Lagrangian involving only the ψ field by integrating
the T field out of the theory. In this Lagrangian the parameter ∆ is a constant unphysical
parameter, the dimeron field has a bare propagator equal to i{∆. The parameter g determines
the two body interaction and we have inserted the three-body interaction term determined
by the parameter h. For now we will consider h to be zero and show that the scattering
amplitudes have strong cutoff dependence, this will prove the need to insert the three-body
interaction.
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The process of calculating the three-body scattering amplitude is the same as for nucleons,
but without having to do the spin-isospin projections. We first calculate the dressed dimeron
propagator, then write the integral equation that the three-body scattering amplitude must
satisfy, then solve it numerically. So let’s start with the dressed dimeron propagator.
The propagator of the bosonic field ψ with four momentum p is just the usual non-
relativistic propagator:
iSppq “ i
p0 ´ p22m ` i
. (2.31)
From here the dressed dimeron propagator is represented by the same figure as the dressed
deuteron propagator (see Fig. 2.2) and it is also given by a geometric series which sums up
to:
i∆ppq “ ´i
´∆` mg2
4pi
b
´mp0 ` p24 ´ i
. (2.32)
Now we can look at the boson-dimeron scattering amplitude. This amplitude satisfies an
analogous integral equation as before and we can again perform partial wave decomposition
for this equation. The complications arise only in the S-wave channel, so we will only look
at the integral equation in this channel.
tpk, pq “ mg
2
pk
log
ˆ
p2 ` pk ` k2 ´mE
p2 ´ pk ` k2 ´mE
˙
` 2
pi
ż
dqq2tpk, qq 1b
3q2
4
´MNE ´ i´ 1a2
1
pq
log
ˆ
p2 ` pq ` q2 ´mE ´ i
p2 ´ pq ` q2 ´mE ´ i
˙
(2.33)
Here a2 is the two body scattering length and tpk, pq is the boson-dimeron scattering
amplitude in the S-wave channel. On the right hand side inside the loop integration we
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have the dimeron propagator which has a pole, so to make this pole structure simpler and
to get rid of the square root structure from the kernel it is customary to do the following
substitution:
apk, pq
p2 ´ k2 “
1
mg2
tpk, pqb
3p2
4
´MNE ´ 1a2
. (2.34)
Substituting this back into the integral equation gives an equation for the new function
apk, pq. To derive the equation for this new function we use the facts that the total energy
E is given by E “ 3k2
4m
´ B2, where B2 is the two body binding energy and it is related to
the two body scattering length by: B2 “ 1ma22 . After all the simplifications the equation we
get is:
apk, pq “Mpk, p, kq ` 2
pi
ż
dqMpq, p, kq q
2
q2 ´ k2 ´ iapk, qq (2.35)
where Mpq, p, kq is the new kernel and is defined by:
Mpq, p, kq “ 4
3
˜c
3p2
4
´MNE ` 1
a2
¸
1
pq
log
ˆ
p2 ` pq ` q2 ´mE ´ i
p2 ´ pq ` q2 ´mE ´ i
˙
(2.36)
To understand the behavior of the function apk, pq for large p we can derive an approx-
imate equation from Eq. (2.35). We can see that the inhomogeneous part of this equation
can be neglected as p gets large, also the main contribution in the integral comes from the
region where the argument of the log is the biggest, which is the region where q „ p. After
doing all of these approximations the integral equation simplifies to:
apk, pq “ 4?
3pi
ż
dq
q
log
ˆ
q2 ` pq ` p2
q2 ´ pq ` p2
˙
apk, qq (2.37)
The solution to Eq. (2.35) is unique for any given cutoff Λ, but Eq. (2.37) does not have
to have a unique solution. In fact it is obvious that from any given solution to Eq. (2.37)
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one can construct infinitely many solutions by just multiplying it with any number C. So
the most general solution to Eq. (2.37) will be parametrized by some family of parameters.
The solution to Eq. (2.35) then has to be matched to the solution of Eq. (2.37) at some
intermediate region of the variable p and this matching will give one condition that this
family of parameters has to satisfy.
At this point the solution for this integral equation is just guessed to be of the form
apk, pq “ ps and to find s we just substitute it into the equation:
ps “ 4?
3pi
ż 8
0
dq qs´1 log
ˆ
q2 ` pq ` p2
q2 ´ pq ` p2
˙
(2.38)
The integration limits in this equation are from 0 to 8, so we can change the integration
variable q Ñ xp without changing the integration limits. After doing this, ps cancels out
and what we are left with is an equation for s:
1 “ 4?
3pi
ż 8
0
dx xs´1 log
ˆ
x2 ` x` 1
x2 ´ x` 1
˙
. (2.39)
Denote the integral on the right hand side I “ ş8
0
dx xs´1 log
´
x2`x`1
x2´x`1
¯
. Doing change of
integration variable x Ñ ´x we find ş0´8 dx xs´1 log ´x2`x`1x2´x`1¯ “ p´1qsI. Note that it may
seem like doing the same change of integration variable twice we find p´1q2s “ 1 which is
obviously not the case if s is anything but an integer. In case s is not an integer we have the
formula p´xqs´1 “ p´1qs´1xs´1 only if x ą 0.
From the previous paragraph we find:
p1` p´1qsqI “
ż 8
´8
dx xs´1 log
ˆ
x2 ` x` 1
x2 ´ x` 1
˙
(2.40)
Substitute Eq. (2.39) into the previous equation to find:
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p1` p´1qsq “ 4?
3pi
ż 8
´8
dx xs´1 log
ˆ
x2 ` x` 1
x2 ´ x` 1
˙
(2.41)
To calculate the integral on the right hand side we can do integration by parts taking
xs´1 under the differential:
p1` p´1qsq “ 4?
3spi
ˆ
xs log
ˆ
x2 ` x` 1
x2 ´ x` 1
˙ˇˇˇˇ8
´8
´
ż 8
´8
dx xs
f 1pxq
fpxq
˙
(2.42)
where fpxq “
´
x2`x`1
x2´x`1
¯
is the argument of the log.
For Eq. (2.39) to be valid s has to be so that the first term on the right hand side of the
last equation goes to zero in the limits ´8 and 8. This puts a restriction on possible values
for s: Repsq ă 1. So we are left with:
p1` p´1qsq “ ´ 4?
3spi
ż 8
´8
dx xs
f 1pxq
fpxq (2.43)
To calculate the integral on the right hand side we can close the integration contour in
the upper half complex plane and find a complex integral over a contour.
In general if we have an integral of the form
ş
dx gpxqf 1pxq
fpxq over a closed contour where
gpxq is a regular function inside the contour, fpxq has zeros ai of order αi and poles bj of
order βj then this integral can be calculated with the following formula:
1
2pii
ż
dx gpxqf
1pxq
fpxq “
ÿ
i
αigpaiq ´
ÿ
j
βjgpbjq (2.44)
This formula can be easily verified by expanding the functions f and g around the zeros
and the poles of f and using the residue theorem.
We use this formula to calculate the integral in Eq. (2.43). In the upper half complex
plane the function fpxq has one zero a “ ei 23pi of order one and one pole b “ ei 13pi of order
one. Using this Eq. (2.43) becomes:
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p1` eispiq “ ´ 8i?
3s
pei 23 spi ´ ei 13 spiq, (2.45)
which simplifies to:
s “ 8?
3
sin pis
6
cos pis
2
. (2.46)
To see another derivation of this equation see [71]. This equation has two complex solutions
s “ ˘is0, with s0 approximately equal to s0 « 1.00624. Those two solutions give two
different linearly independent solutions to Eq. (2.37) from which one can construct a general
solution that is real and has two arbitrary undetermined parameters:
apk, pq “ C cos
ˆ
s0 log
p
p˚
˙
(2.47)
with undetermined constants C and p˚.
If we take the solution to Eq. (2.35) with very large cutoff Λ, and look at its form when
Λ ą p " then we see that Eq. (2.35) reduces to Eq. (2.37), where there are no k-related
scales left, and this solution approaches to Eq. (2.47), with parameters C and p˚ that can’t
depend on k. All that they can depend on is the cutoff Λ used in the original Eq. (2.35). So
this solution does not converge to a unique function when Λ Ñ 8.
To regulate the theory and get rid of this cutoff dependence we have to have a cutoff
dependent counterterm added to the Lagrangian, which will modify the integral equation
that the amplitude must satisfy, and will render it cutoff independent. This counterterm
is given in the Lagrangian in Eq. (2.30) by the interaction term proportional to h. It will
modify Eq. (2.35) to an equation that looks the same but has a different function Mpq, p, kq:
Mpq, p, kq “ 4
3
˜c
3p2
4
´MNE ` 1
a2
¸„
1
pq
log
ˆ
p2 ` pq ` q2 ´mE
p2 ´ pq ` q2 ´mE
˙
` h
mg2

(2.48)
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with cutoff dependent h “ hpΛq. To determine h the modified Eq. (2.35) is solved numeri-
cally, then from the solution an observable is constructed, such as the three-body scattering
length or three-body binding energy and it is held fixed but the cutoff is varied. Doing this
the dependence of hpΛq on the cutoff is determined numerically. The approximate form of
the function hpΛq can be derived analytically too when the cutoff approaches to infinity by
choosing the function h “ hpΛq so that the cutoff dependence of the solution of Eq. (2.35)
goes away [72, 73]. Here I will only mention that the function hpΛq shows a non-trivial, os-
cillatory cutoff dependence and that this is a purely non-perturbative effect and it cannot be
seen at any order of perturbation theory [70]. In the next section, when I discuss the doublet
channel nd scattering, I’ll show why a three-body interaction counterterm is needed there
for the same reason as it is needed for the three-boson case. I will also show the numerically
determined function hpΛq.
2.7 Three-nucleon sector at LO, doublet channel: S-wave
The purpose of this section is to show the equivalence of the cutoff dependence problems
of the two situations: one with spin-1
2
nucleons, the other with spin-0 bosons [15]. Dia-
grammatically the equations for nd scattering in the S-wave doublet channel without any
three-body forces can be expressed as in the following Fig. 2.8:
=0
=0
+
+ 0 0
00 +
+
Figure 2.8: Doublet channel S-wave LO nd equation without three-body forces.
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Here the oval with a “0” is the leading order amplitude, the double lines stand for the
deuteron and the double dashed lines stand for the spin-singlet isospin-triplet dibaryon sa.
We can see that here we have two coupled integral equations as opposed to the quartet chan-
nel nd scattering. After writing the equations explicitly and projecting on the appropriate
channel the following explicit form is obtained:
3
2
˜
1
at2
`
c
3p2
4
´MNE
¸´1
app, kq “ Kpp, kq ` 2
pi
ż Λ
0
q2dq
q2 ´ k2 ´ iKpp, qqpapq, kq ` 3bpq, kqq
(2.49)
2
ˆ
´ 1
as2
`
b
3p2
4
´MNE
˙
p2 ´ k2 bpp, kq “ 3Kpp, kq `
2
pi
ż Λ
0
q2dq
q2 ´ k2 ´ iKpp, qqp3apq, kq ` bpq, kqq
(2.50)
where
Kpp, qq “ 1
2pq
log
ˆ
p2 ` pq ` q2 ´mE ´ i
p2 ´ pq ` q2 ´mE ´ i
˙
, (2.51)
also app, kq and bpp, kq are the two scattering amplitudes corresponding to the left hand sides
of the equations in the Fig. 2.8. at2 and as2 are the two-body scattering lengths in the 3S1
and 1S0 channels respectively.
As we are only interested in the cutoff dependence of the amplitudes app, kq and bpp, kq,
we want to apply the same kind of asymptotic analysis as in the 3-boson case. In the limit
where the cutoff Λ is large and p is large with p ă Λ the difference between at2 and as2 does
not play an important role hence to figure out the cutoff dependence of the solutions we
can take at2 “ as2 “ a2. In this case we can define new amplitudes formed from app, kq
and bpp, kq so that the equations for the new amplitudes decouple. The new amplitudes are
a` “ app, kq ` bpp, kq and a´ “ app, kq ´ bpp, kq and the decoupled equations that they need
to satisfy are:
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34
˜
1
a2
`
c
3p2
4
´MNE
¸´1
a`pp, kq “ 2Kpp, kq` 2
pi
ż Λ
0
q2dq
q2 ´ k2 ´ i2Kpp, qqa`pq, kq (2.52)
3
4
˜
1
a2
`
c
3p2
4
´MNE
¸´1
a´pp, kq “ ´Kpp, kq ´ 2
pi
ż Λ
0
q2dq
q2 ´ k2 ´ i2Kpp, qqa´pq, kq
(2.53)
Comparing these two equations to Eq. (2.35) and Eq. (2.21) we see that a´ satisfies that same
equation as the quartet channel nd scattering amplitude, hence it has no cutoff dependence
as Λ Ñ 8, and a` satisfies the same equation as the three boson scattering amplitude, so
it has cutoff dependence as Λ Ñ 8. This indicates that a three-body force is necessary to
regulate this cutoff dependence and ultimately render the nd scattering amplitude and other
observables cutoff independent. The interaction Lagrangian that describes this three-body
force is given by:
L “ MNH0pΛq
3Λ2
`
ytN
:p~t ¨ ~σq: ´ ysN :p~s ¨ ~τq:
˘ `
ytNp~t ¨ ~σq ´ ysNp~s ¨ ~τq
˘
. (2.54)
This will modify the integral equations satisfied by the doublet channel nd scattering am-
plitude and the modified equations will be given diagrammatically by the following Fig. 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: Doublet channel S-wave LO nd equation with three-body forces.
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and have the form:
t00,NtÑNtpk, pq “ 2pi
ˆ
1
pk
log
ˆ
p2 ` pk ` k2 ´mE
p2 ´ pk ` k2 ´mE
˙
` 2H0pΛq
Λ2
˙
`
ż „
1
2pq
log
ˆ
p2 ` pq ` q2 ´mE ´ i
p2 ´ pq ` q2 ´mE ´ i
˙
` H0pΛq
Λ2

ˆ
´
´Dp0qt pE, qqt00,NtÑNtpk, qq ` 3Dp0qs pE, qqt00,NtÑNspk, qq
¯
t00,NtÑNspk, pq “ ´6pi
ˆ
1
pk
log
ˆ
p2 ` pk ` k2 ´mE
p2 ´ pk ` k2 ´mE
˙
` 2H0pΛq
Λ2
˙
`
ż „
1
2pq
log
ˆ
p2 ` pq ` q2 ´mE ´ i
p2 ´ pq ` q2 ´mE ´ i
˙
` H0pΛq
Λ2

ˆ
´
3D
p0q
t pE, qqt00,NtÑNtpk, qq ´Dp0qs pE, qqt00,NtÑNspk, qq
¯
.
(2.55)
These equations are solved numerically and the three-body force H0pΛq is fixed by an ob-
servable such as the three-body scattering length or the three-body binding energy. The
dependence of the three-body force on the cutoff is oscillatory, this RG behavior is called a
limit-cycle [15, 16, 17, 70] (see Fig. 2.101 [72]). This three body force gets corrections at all
higher orders of perturbation theory, at each order being fixed to the same observable.
1 Reprinted from [72], Phys. Rev. Lett., Volume 82, Bedaque, Paulo F. and Hammer, H. W. and van Kolck,
U., “Renormalization of the three-body system with short range interactions,” Pages 463-467, Copyright
(1999), by the American Physical Society.
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Figure 2.10: (Caption and figure reprinted from [72]). Three-body force as a function of
the cutoff Λ: numerical solution (dots) and the analytical approximate solution (solid line).
2.8 Three-nucleon sector at LO, doublet channel: Higher partial waves
For higher partial waves the LO equations are expressed by the same diagrams as the S-wave
equation without the three-body force, as shown if Fig. 2.11. Explicitly these equation are
Eq. (2.56) [14].
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Figure 2.11: Doublet channel LO nd equation higher partial waves.
tl0,dpk, pq “ Bl0pk, p, Eq `K l0pq, p, Eq b tl0,dpk, qq. (2.56)
where tl0,dpk, pq is the doublet channel scattering amplitude in so-called cluster configuration
space, with the first component being the Nt Ñ Nt scattering amplitude and the second
component being the NtÑ Ns scattering amplitude:
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tln,dpk, pq “
ˆ
tln,NtÑNtpk, pq
tln,NtÑNspk, pq
˙
, (2.57)
where the superscript l stands for the l-th partial wave. The subscript n stands for n-th
order, and d for doublet channel.
Bl0pk, p, Eq is defined by:
Bl0pk, p, Eq “
˜
2pi
pk
Qlpp2`k2´MEpk q
´6pi
pk
Qlpp2`k2´MEpk q
¸
(2.58)
and the kernel matrix is given by:
K l0pq, p, Eq “
1
2qp
Ql
ˆ
p2 ` q2 ´MNE ´ i
pq
˙¨˝ 1b
3q2
4
´MNE´i´γt
´3b
3q2
4
´MNE´i´γs
´3b
3q2
4
´MNE´i´γt
1b
3q2
4
´MNE´i´γs
‚˛.
(2.59)
The symbol b is defined in Eq. (2.24), but it is also accompanied by a matrix multiplication:
ˆ
Apqq Bpqq
Cpqq Dpqq
˙
b
ˆ
Upqq
V pqq
˙
“
ˆ
Apqq b Upqq `Bpqq b V pqq
Cpqq b Upqq `Dpqq b V pqq
˙
. (2.60)
2.9 Three-nucleon sector at NLO, doublet channel
The NLO correction to the amplitude is determined from an integral equation diagrammat-
ically expressed in the following Fig. 2.12:
and explicitly by the equation Eq. (2.61):
tl1,dpk, pq “ tl0,dpk, pq ˝R1pp, Eq `K l0pq, p, Eq b tl1,dpk, qq, (2.61)
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Figure 2.12: Doublet channel NLO nd equation.
where:
R1pp, Eq “
¨˝
zt´1
2γt
pγt `
b
3p2
4
´MNEq
zs´1
2γs
pγs `
b
3p2
4
´MNEq
‚˛, (2.62)
and the ˝ is the Schur product:
ˆ
A
B
˙
˝
ˆ
C
D
˙
“
ˆ
AC
BD
˙
. (2.63)
2.10 Three-nucleon sector at N2LO, doublet channel
The N2LO correction also satisfies similar diagrammatic equation Fig. 2.13:
=2 + +1
=2 + + 21 2
22
0
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+
Figure 2.13: Doublet channel N2LO nd equation.
which explicitly becomes Eq. (2.64):
tl2,dpk, pq “ ptl1,dpk, pq ´ c1 ˝ tl0,dpk, pqq ˝R1pp, Eq `K l0pq, p, Eq b tl2,dpk, qq, (2.64)
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where c1 is given by:
c1 “
ˆ
Zt ´ 1
Zs ´ 1
˙
. (2.65)
Note that the kernels of the LO, NLO and N2LO equations are all the same, which
makes the numerical part of the calculations easier; once the p1´Kernelq matrix is inverted
to solve the LO equation, that inverse can be used to calculate higher order amplitudes. This
statement generalizes to higher orders as we will see later. The LO amplitude contributes
only to the inhomogeneous parts of the NLO and the N2LO equations, the same way the
NLO amplitude only contributes to the inhomogeneous part of the N2LO equation.
At N2LO there is a new interaction that enters in the two-body sector called the SD
mixing. It gives a vertex that is an incoming deuteron with two outgoing nucleons attached
to it or vise versa. In the deuteron the nucleons are in relative S-wave and the other two
nucleons that are attached to this vertex are always in a relative D-wave, otherwise this
interaction vertex is just zero, and hence the name. There are two derivatives acting on the
nucleon fields, which makes this term enter at N2LO, also making the two nucleons outside
of the deuteron to be in relative a D-wave. This interaction is given by the Lagrangian:
LSD2 “ ySD tˆ:i
„
NˆT
ˆ
pÑB ´ ÐB qipÑB ´ ÐB qj ´ 1
3
δijpÑB ´ ÐB q2
˙
PjNˆ

` H.c., (2.66)
where, just like before, the projector is defined by Pj “ 1?8σ2σjτ2. The coupling constant
ySD is fixed by the two-body scattering data. A detailed discussion of how to fix ySD and
the calculation of the contributions of this term to the three-body scattering amplitude can
be found in [18, 74]. Here I will just note that this is the first interaction term that gives
a non-zero contribution to the observable Ay. At N3LO new interaction terms enter (see
section 2.11) into the Lagrangian giving more substantial contributions to this observable.
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2.11 Two-body P -wave interactions at two-nucleon sector
Two-body P -wave contact interactions first occur at N3LO. The 3PJ terms are given by the
3PJ Lagrangian [75],
L3PJ2 “
ˆ
C
p3P0q
2 δxyδwz ` Cp
3P1q
2 rδxwδyz ´ δxzδyws ` Cp
3P2q
2
„
2δxwδyz ` 2δxzδyw ´ 4
3
δxyδwz
˙
(2.67)
ˆ 1
4
pNˆTOp1,P qxyA Nˆq:pNˆTOp1,P qwzA Nˆq
where
Op1,P qijA “
Ð
∇i P PjA ´ P PjA
Ñ
∇i (2.68)
and the projector is defined as P PiA “ 1?8σ2σiτ2τA. This interaction Lagrangian is also
considered in the paper Ref. [75], in which the authors consider the process np Ñ dγ. To
calculate this particular scattering amplitude they need the projector P PiA to be something
particular so that it projects to the isospin quantum numbers of the initial state np. In our
case we are interested in nd scattering, hence we can have nn and np scattering through this
interaction. For this reason we need the projector P PiA to be a more general one than given
in Ref. [75].
At this order also the two-body 1P1 contact interaction appears:
L1P12 “ Cp
1P1q
2
1
4
pNˆTOp0,P qx Nˆq:pNˆTOp0,P qx Nˆq, (2.69)
The operator Op0,P qi is defined by
Op0,P qi “
Ð
∇i P P ´ P P
Ñ
∇i, (2.70)
where the projector is P P “ 1?
8
σ2τ2.
To understand the index structure of the projectors P PiA “ 1?8σ2σiτ2τA and P P “ 1?8σ2τ2
consider the following. The nucleons interacting through the 3PJ interaction terms have to
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be in relative a P´wave, which is antisymmetric, with total spin S “ 1, which is symmetric,
so to have in total an antisymmetric configuration the total isospin should be also symmetric
hence I “ 1. This is why the projector P PiA “ 1?8σ2σiτ2τA has a spin index i and an isospin
index A. The same way in 1P1 channel we have antisymmetric P´wave, antisymmetric S “ 0
state, so we must have antisymmetric I “ 0 state hence there are no spin and isospin indices
on the P P “ 1?
8
σ2τ2 projector.
The interaction coefficients are C
3PJ
2 with J “ 1, 2, 3 and C1P12 . The subscript 2 refers
to two-body, in the superscripts 3PJ and 1P1 the standard spectroscopic notation is used:
p2S`1qLJ . If S “ 1 and L “ 1 then J “ S`L can be only 1, 2, and 3, so we have three terms
here. The same with 1P1: S “ 0, L “ 1 hence J “ 1 and we have one interaction term here.
These interaction are constructed so that each of these interaction terms only contributes to
the NN scattering amplitude in the corresponding channel.
To determine the interaction coefficients we use these interactions to calculate the np
scattering amplitude in the CM frame. This calculation is fairly straightforward, because
we already know the channels in which we are going to get non-zero contributions. As an
example let’s do the calculation of the contribution that comes from C3P0 term. Denoting
the incoming momentum by ~k and the outgoing momentum by ~p we get for this amplitude:
T JLS,L1S1 “ 414
1
8
C3P02
ÿ
i,j,m1,m2,m11,m12
CmL,mS ,ML,S,J C
m1L,m1S ,M 1
L1,S1,J 1 C
m1,m2,mS
1
2
, 1
2
,S
C
m11,m12,m1S
1
2
, 1
2
,S
@
L1,m
1
L
∣∣ 2ki2pj |L,mLyB1
2
m2
∣∣∣∣σ2σi ∣∣∣∣12m1
FB
1
2
m12
∣∣∣∣σjσ2 ∣∣∣∣12m11
F
(2.71)
in this equation the first factor 4 is a symmetry factor, the ratio 1
4
comes from the operator,
the ratio 1
8
comes from the projectors. The first Clebsch-Gordan coefficient combines the
spin and the orbital angular momentum S and L into the total angular momentum J in the
initial state, the second does the same for the final state. The third and fourth Clebsch-
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Gordan coefficients combine the spins of the nucleons into the total spins S and S 1. m1 and
m2 stand for initial nucleons’ spin magnetic quantum numbers, and correspondingly m11 and
m12 for final.
The sum in Eq. (2.71) is easily calculated using the methods described in Appendix A.
The answer turns out to be non-zero only if J “ J 1 “ 0, L “ L1 “ 1, S “ S 1 “ 1 as
was expected, because the operators by construction should give contributions only in the
corresponding channels. After we have the amplitude T JLS,L1S1 , the phase shift is calculated
by the Eq. (2.72).
δ “ Mk
4pi
T JLS,L1S1 , (2.72)
where we have assumed δ to be small and we have expanded e2iδ, keeping only the linear
term in δ. Having a numerical value for δ at a given scattering energy we find the coefficient
C3P02 . And the same way we can determine all the other interaction coefficients in the
Lagrangians in Eqs.(2.67) and (2.69). The numerical values for the phase shifts are taken
from the Nijmegen phase shifts [5]. The coefficients we get are:
C
3P0 “ 6.27 fm4, C3P1 “ ´5.75 fm4, C3P2 “ .522 fm4, and C1P1 “ ´19.8 fm4. (2.73)
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3Non-Relativistic Pionless EFT: Order-3 and Higher
3.1 Three-nucleon sector at NnLO, both channels
The process of going to higher orders is the same as before. We solve the LO equation, getting
the LO amplitude numerically. Then this amplitude contributes to the inhomogeneous part
of the NLO equation. Then the LO and NLO amplitudes contribute to the inhomogeneous
part of the N2LO equation, etc. At each subsequent order all of the lower order amplitudes,
which are known numerically, contribute to the inhomogeneous parts of the equations at
that order and not to the kernel. The kernel of the equations is always determined by just
one nucleon exchange, which contributes in all channels, and the LO three-body force, which
only contributes in the doublet S-wave channel. Using the technology developed earlier
to represent the LO, NLO and N2LO equations diagrammatically we can generalize it to
represent the NnLO equations diagrammatically as in Fig. 3.1 (caption and figures are from
[76]).
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Figure 3.1: (Caption and figures are from [76]). Single lines represent nucleons, double
lines spin-triplet dibaryons, and double dashed lines spin-singlet dibaryons. Thick solid
lines denote a sum over both spin-triplet and spin-singlet dibaryons. The LO nd scattering
amplitude is the oval with a “0” inside and the oval with the n inside is the NnLO correction
to the nd scattering amplitude. The circle with the n inside is the NnLO correction to the
dibaryon propagators (see Fig. 3.3), and the rectangle with the n inside is the nth order
“three-body” correction (see Fig. 3.2).
In the Fig. 3.1 we use the same notation as before, except a few things need to be
generalized:
1) Note that this system of equations is for the n-th order amplitude, which is the oval
with an “n.”
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2) The n-th order, not-resummed , and using only the leading order dibaryon propagators,
contributions to the n-th order amplitude are collected in the rectangle with an “n” inside,
see Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2 (caption and figures are from [76]); this only makes contributions
to the inhomogeneous parts of the equations except for the leading order.
At LO this box is the one-nucleon exchange contributing in all channels plus the LO
three-body force contributing only in the doublet S-wave channel. This is the only order
when the box has a contribution to the kernel: it is the kernel.
At NLO it is only the first order correction to the LO three-body force and nothing else.
At N2LO it has contributions from SD mixing, the N2LO correction to the LO three-body
force and the new energy-dependent three-body force HpN
2LOq
2 q.
At N3LO it gets the expected contributions, which are the third order correction to
the LO three-body force and the first order correction to the energy-dependent three-body
force. Most importantly it gets a contribution from the two-body P -wave interactions (see
Fig. 3.2, in the box on the third line, first contribution to the rectangle with a “3” in it),
which determine the leading magnitude and behavior of the Ay observable.
3) We also generalized the ERE corrections to the dibaryon propagators [12]. We collect
all the n´th order corrections to the dibaryon propagator into a circle with an “n” on the
dibaryon double line Fig. 3.3 (caption and figures are from [76]).
4) The last piece of new notation used here is the thick line, which denotes a sum over
spin-triplet and spin-singlet leading order dibaryon propagators. This notation is used to
make the picture more concise.
This coupled system of integral equations is not yet projected onto spin-angular momen-
tum channels. The nd scattering can happen in either spin-quartet or spin-doublet channel.
After projecting this system of equations onto the spin-quartet channel we get only one
integral equation instead of two coupled ones. The reason for this is that the spin-singlet
dibaryon can combine with a spin-doublet nucleon only to form a total spin-doublet state, so
the amplitudes involving the double dashed lines do not exist in the quartet channel and we
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HNLO
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ySD HN2LO, H
N2LO
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2C(
2S+1PJ)
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Figure 3.2: (Caption and figures are from [76]). “three-body” contributions to integral
equations (used in the diagrams of Fig. 3.1). The LO terms are nucleon exchange plus in
the doublet S-wave channel the LO three-body force (dark square) . The NLO term is a
NLO correction to the LO three-body force. At N2LO there are contributions from the
two-body SD-mixing term (coupling indicated by pale square), the N2LO correction to the
LO three-body force, HN2LO, and a new energy dependent three-body force, HN
2LO
2 . The
N3LO contributions are from the two-body P -wave contact interactions (green circle), the
N3LO correction to the LO three-body force, and the N3LO correction to the N2LO energy
dependent three-body force.
are left with only one integral equation. After doing the spin-angular momentum projections
these equations can be put in the following general form:
tJn;L1S1,LSpk, p, Eq “ KJn;L1S1,LSpk, p, Eqvp `
nÿ
i“1
tJn´i;L1S1,LSpk, p, Eq ˝Ripp, Eq (3.1)
`
ÿ
L2,S2
n´1ÿ
i“0
KJn´i;L1S1,L2S2pq, p, Eq D Eˆ ´ q
2
2MN
, ~q
˙
b tJi;L2S2,LSpk, q, Eq
`
ÿ
L2,S2
KJ0;L1S1,L2S2pq, p, Eq D Eˆ ´ q
2
2MN
, ~q
˙
b tJn;L2S2,LSpk, q, Eq,
where the b symbol is defined by:
Apqq bBpqq “ 1
2pi2
ż
dq q2ApqqBpqq. (3.2)
Note that this definition is different from Eq. (2.24). This equation is written in cluster
configuration space as were our equations for the doublet channel amplitudes given before in
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Figure 3.3: (Caption and figures are from [76]). Higher order corrections to dibaryon prop-
agators (used in the diagrams of Fig. 3.1). The NLO (n=1) corrections are range corrections
from cp0q0t and c
p0q
0s . At N2LO (n=2) the dibaryons receive further range corrections c
p1q
0t and
c
p1q
0s in the Z-parametrization, as well as the ∆pN
2LOq correction from splitting between the nn
and np spin-singlet scattering lengths. The N3LO (n=3) corrections are from higher order
range corrections cp2q0t and c
p2q
0s in the Z-parametrization, and shape parameter corrections c1t
and c1s.
Eq. (2.56), Eq. (2.61), Eq. (2.64). Everything is collected into two dimensional vectors and
matrices in cluster configuration space.
DpE, ~qq is given by:
DpE, ~qq “
ˆ
DtpE, ~qq 0
0 DspE, ~qq
˙
, (3.3)
where Dt and Ds are the LO dibaryon propagators.
tJn,L1S1,LSpk, p, Eq is the n-th order correction to the scattering amplitude in cluster con-
figuration space, with the first component being the NtÑ Nt scattering amplitude and the
second component being the NtÑ Ns scattering amplitude:
tJn,L1S1,LSpk, p, Eq “
˜
tJ ;NtÑNtn;L1S1,LSpk, p, Eq
tJ ;NtÑNsn;L1S1,LS pk, p, Eq
¸
. (3.4)
The K-matrices are defined by the boxes introduced in Fig. 3.1 as in Fig 3.4.
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KJn;L0S0,LS(k, p, E) = ( nn nn )
Figure 3.4: Diagrammatic definition of K-matrices.
Note that the actual kernel of these equations is only the matrix KJ0;L1S1,LSpq, p, Eq, which
is the matrix of the rectangles with a “0” in them. The functions Rnpp, Eq (in what follows I
call those R-functions) are defined as two dimensional vectors in cluster configuration space
with entries equal to the n-th order corrections to the dibaryon propagators (n “ 1, 2, 3...)
Fig 3.5.
Rn(p,E) =( )nn
Figure 3.5: Diagrammatic definition of R-functions.
I have already described the explicit forms of these equations up to and including N2LO.
Here I will summarize all of that, talk about two-body P -wave interactions that enter at
N3LO and give the explicit forms of the equations satisfied by scattering amplitudes up to
and including N3LO.
At LO we only have the LO K-matrix, which is the kernel for the integral equations at
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all orders:
KJ0;L1S1,LSpq, p, Eq “ (3.5)
δLL1δSS1
$’’’’&’’’’%
´2pi
qp
QL
´
q2`p2´MNE´i
qp
¯ˆ
1 ´3
´3 1
˙
´ piHLOδL0
ˆ
1 ´1
´1 1
˙
, S “ 1{2
´4pi
qp
QL
´
q2`p2´MNE´i
qp
¯ˆ
1 0
0 0
˙
. S “ 3{2
At this order we don’t have any R-functions.
At NLO the K-matrix is:
KJ1;L1S1,LSpq, p, Eq “ ´piHNLOδL0δLL1δSS1δS1{2
ˆ
1 ´1
´1 1
˙
. (3.6)
HNLO is the first order correction to the LO three-body force, and the R-function at this
order is:
R1pp, Eq “
¨˚
˝ pZt´1q2γt
´
γt `
b
3
4
p2 ´MNE ´ i
¯
pZs´1q
2γs
´
γs `
b
3
4
p2 ´MNE ´ i
¯ ‹˛‚. (3.7)
At N2LO the K-matrix is:“
KJ2;L1S1,LSpq, p, Eq
‰
zx
“ y ySDMN
2
ˆ
Z
p1q
SDpJ, L1, S1, L, S, x, zq
1
kp
“
4p2QLpaq ` k2QL1paq
‰
(3.8)
` Zp1qSDpJ, L, S, L1, S1, z, xq
1
kp
“
p2QLpaq ` 4k2QL1paq
‰
`
ÿ
L2
”
Z
p2q
SDpJ, L1, S1, L, S, x, z, L2q ` Zp2qSDpJ, L, S, L1, S1, z, x, L2q
ı
QL2paq
¸
´ pipHN2LO ` 4
3
pMNE ` γ2t qHpN
2LOq
2 qδL0δLL1δSS1δS1{2p´1qx`z,
where the subscripts x and z determine the matrix element of the K-matrix in cluster
configuration space. They run over the values zero and one, zero standing for spin-singlet
dibaryon and one standing for the deuteron.
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Functions Zp1qSDp¨ ¨ ¨ q and Zp2qSDp¨ ¨ ¨ q are calculated using the Pauli-matrix structure of the
SD mixing diagrams. These functions calculate the spin-angular momentum projections
of the diagrams onto particular scattering channels. I will show an example calculation
of similar projection functions for the P -wave contribution diagrams in Appendix A. The
functions Zp1qSDp¨ ¨ ¨ q and Zp2qSDp¨ ¨ ¨ q are defined by the equations:
Z
p1q
SDpJ, L1, S1, L, S, x, zq “ 2
bpxpz {p1´ zqpS pS 1pLc10
3
p´1q1{2`x`z`L`S`S1´J
"
z 1
2
1
2
1 S 1 1
2
*
(3.9)
ˆ
"
2 1 x
1
2
S S1
*"
S 1 2 S
L J L1
*
C0,0,0L,2,L1 ,
and
Z
p2q
SDpJ, L1, S1, L, S, x, z, L2q “
ÿ
L2
8
bpxpz {p1´ zqpS pS 1pLxL2 p´1qz`L2`L " 1 12 12
z S 1 1
2
*
(3.10)
ˆ
¨˝$&%
1
2
x S
1 L2 L
S 1 L1 J
,.-`
"
1
2
1 S 1
L1 J L2
*"
L x L2
1
2
J S
*
` 1
3
p´1q1`L2`L 1pSpLδLL1δSS1‚˛C0,0,0L,1,L2C0,0,0L2,1,L1 ,
where the hat is defined by xˆ “ 2x` 1. The R-function at this order is:
R2pp, Eq “ ´
¨˚
˝ pZt´1q
2
2γt
´
γt `
b
3
4
p2 ´MNE ´ i
¯
pZs´1q2
2γs
´
γs `
b
3
4
p2 ´MNE ´ i
¯
´ 2
3
∆
pN2LOq
s Ds
´
E ´ p2
2MN
, p
¯ ‹˛‚.
(3.11)
At N3LO the K-matrix gets three different contributions: the N3LO correction to the
LO three-body force, the NLO correction to the energy dependent three-body force and the
P -wave diagram.
KJ3;L1S1,LSpq, p, Eq “ K3´bforces `KP´wave (3.12)
The first term is given by:
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K3´bforces “ ´pi
ˆ
HN3LO ` 4
3
pMNE ` γ2t qHN3LO2
˙
δL0δLL1δSS1δS1{2
ˆ
1 ´1
´1 1
˙
, (3.13)
and the N3LO R-function is given by:
R3pp, Eq “
¨˚
˝
´
γt `
b
3
4
p2 ´MNE ´ i
¯ ”
pZt´1q3
2γt
` ρt1
`
3
4
p2 ´MNE ´ γ2t
˘ı
´
γs `
b
3
4
p2 ´MNE ´ i
¯ ”
pZs´1q3
2γs
` ρs1
`
3
4
p2 ´MNE ´ γ2s
˘ı ‹˛‚. (3.14)
The only thing that I have not talked about yet is theKP´wave contribution to the K-matrix.
I want to mention again that this is the most important piece that contributes to the Ay
observable up to N3LO. The calculation of KP´wave can be done in two different ways. First
we can calculate directly the one-loop Feynman diagram given in Fig. 3.2, in the box on the
third line, first contribution to the rectangle with a “3” in it. The second way, suggested by
Jared Vanasse, is to introduce a new set of auxiliary fields, which have quantum numbers
corresponding to a dibaryon in which the two nucleons are in a relative P -wave state. This
second way is completely equivalent to the direct calculation, but more preferable because
it makes the coding easier. I will elaborate on this at the end of section 3.3. Practically all
it does is to change the order of some of the steps in the calculation.
In what follows I describe both of the ways of calculating KP´wave. I note that we have
done the third order calculation in both ways and gotten the same results for the amplitude.
3.2 First way of computing P -wave contribution: direct calculation
The first way of calculating the P -wave contributions to the nd scattering amplitude is to
calculate directly the one-loop Feynman diagram given in Fig. 3.2, in the box on the third
line, first contribution to the rectangle with a “3” in it. Then we can do the spin-angular
momentum projections and use that in the third order equations. Here I will only show the
calculation of this diagram. The results of the spin projections are given in the appendices.
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Denoting this diagram by t we have:
64t “
ż
d3q
p2piq3
1
k2
4M
´ γ2
M
´ q2
2M
´ p~k´~qq2
2M
1
k2
4M
´ γ2
M
` ´ q2
2M
´ p~p´~qq2
2M
1
4
p2~k ´ ~qqwp2~p´ ~qqx
ˆ
„
σyσiσjσz
ˆ
C
3P0
2 δ
xyδwz ` C3P12 rδxwδyz ´ δxzδyws ` C3P22 r2δxwδyz ` 2δxzδyw ´ 43δ
xyδwzs
˙
` δxwC1P12 σiσj

,
(3.15)
where  “ k2´p2
2MN
.
After some notations and simplifications the integration part of this expression is reduced
to three different types of integrals given by the Eqs. (C.1), (C.2) and (C.3) respectively.
Introducing more notations given in Eqs. (3.17), (3.18) we get for t Eq. (3.16).
64t “ Zwx
”
σyσiσjσz
´
C
3P0
2 δ
xyδwz ` C3P12 rδxwδyz ´ δxzδyws
` C3P22 r2δxwδyz ` 2δxzδyw ´ 43δ
xyδwzs
¯
` δxwC1P12 σiσj
ı
,
(3.16)
where,
a2 “ γ2, (3.17)
b2 “ γ2 ` ~p
2
4
´
~k2
4
´ M, (3.18)
which after simplifications becomes:
64t “ pC3P12 ` 2C3P22 qZ2σkσiσjσk ` p2C3P22 ´ C3P12 qZklσkσiσjσl
` pC3P02 ´ 43C
3P2
2 qZlkσkσiσjσl ` Z2C1P12 σiσj,
(3.19)
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where Z2 “ Zkk and:
Zkl “M2pIklp
~k, ~p, a2, b2q
4
´ kk Ilp
~k, ~p, a, bqq
2
´ pl Ikp
~k, ~p, a, bq
2
` kkplIp~k, ~p, a, bqq (3.20)
Eqs. (C.1), (C.2) and (C.3) are substituted into the previous equation giving the result:
Zkl{M2 “ pi
3p2piq3 Λδkl
´ pi
2
16p2piq3 δkl
#
a` b´ 4pa
2 ´ b2q2
pa` bqp~k ´ ~pq2 ` 8
tan´1pαq
|~k ´ ~p|
pa2 ´ b2q2 ` pa2 ` b2q p~k´~pq2
2
` p~k´~pq4
16
p~k ´ ~pq2
+
´ pi
2
16p2piq3kkkl
#
12pa2 ´ b2q2
pa` bqp~k ´ ~pq4 `
13b´ 11a
p~k ´ ~pq2
´ 8tan
´1pαq
|~k ´ ~p|
3pa2 ´ b2q2 ` p´5a2 ` 7b2q p~k´~pq2
2
` 13p~k´~pq4
16
p~k ´ ~pq4
+
´ pi
2
16p2piq3pkpl
#
12pb2 ´ a2q2
pa` bqp~k ´ ~pq4 `
13a´ 11b
p~k ´ ~pq2
´ 8tan
´1pαq
|~k ´ ~p|
3pa2 ´ b2q2 ` p´5b2 ` 7a2q p~k´~pq2
2
` 13p~k´~pq4
16
p~k ´ ~pq4
+
` pi
2
16p2piq3klpk
#
12pa2 ´ b2q2
pa` bqp~k ´ ~pq4 `
a` b
p~k ´ ~pq2 ´ 8
tan´1pαq
|~k ´ ~p|
3pa2 ´ b2q2 ` pa2 ` b2q p~k´~pq2
2
´ p~k´~pq4
16
p~k ´ ~pq4
+
` pi
2
16p2piq3kkpl
#
12pa2 ´ b2q2
pa` bqp~k ´ ~pq4 `
a` b
p~k ´ ~pq2 ´ 8
tan´1pαq
|~k ´ ~p|
3pa2 ´ b2q2 ` pa2 ` b2q p~k´~pq2
2
´ 97p~k´~pq4
16
p~k ´ ~pq4
+
.
(3.21)
Defining:
Zkl “ Aδkl `Bkkkl ` Cpkpl `Dklpk ` Ekkpl, (3.22)
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and this gives:
Z2 “ 3A`Bk2 ` Cp2 ` pD ` Eq~k ¨ ~p. (3.23)
Substituting into the expression for t we get:
64t “ pC3P12 ` 2C3P22 qZ2σkσiσjσk ` p2C3P22 ´ C3P12 qZklσkσiσjσl
` pC3P02 ´ 43C
3P2
2 qZlkσkσiσjσl ` Z2C1P12 σiσj
“
"
Z2pC3P12 ` 2C3P22 q ` ApC3P02 ´ C3P12 ` 23C
3P2
2 q
*
σkσiσjσk
` BpC3P02 ´ C3P12 ` 23C
3P2
2 qkkklσkσiσjσl
` CpC3P02 ´ C3P12 ` 23C
3P2
2 qpkplσkσiσjσl
`
"
Dp2C3P22 ´ C3P12 q ` EpC3P02 ´ 43C
3P2
2 q
*
klpkσkσiσjσl
`
"
Ep2C3P22 ´ C3P12 q `DpC3P02 ´ 43C
3P2
2 q
*
kkplσkσiσjσl
` Z2C1P12 σiσj. (3.24)
In this expression the index i is contracted with final deuteron polarization and the index j
is contracted with initial deuteron polarization. Appendix A gives the results of spin-angular
momentum and isospin projections of all the pieces of this expression.
3.3 Second way of computing P -wave contribution: introducing P-wave aux-
iliary fields
Before we turn to the introduction of P -wave auxiliary fields let’s separate the P -wave con-
tribution to the full third order scattering amplitude from the equation that this amplitude
satisfies. To do that consider the integral equation:
tppq “ fppq ` gppq `
ż
Kpp, qqtpqqdq, (3.25)
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where Kpp, qq is the kernel of this equation and fppq and gppq are known functions. The
sum fppq ` gppq is the inhomogeneous part of this integral equation.
If we have a solution tf ppq to an integral equation with the same kernel, but with inho-
mogeneous part equal to fppq only, and we have a solution tgppq to an integral equation with
the same kernel, but with inhomogeneous part equal to gppq only, then the sum tf ppq` tgppq
is a solution for the original equation: indeed summing the two equations:
tf ppq “ fppq `
ż
Kpp, qqtf pqqdq, (3.26)
tgppq “ gppq `
ż
Kpp, qqtgpqqdq, (3.27)
we see that the function tppq “ tf ppq` tgppq satisfies the original equation. Now returning to
our third order equation (Eq. (3.1) with n “ 3), we see that the three-body diagram with the
two-body P -wave interactions contributes to only the inhomogeneous part of the equation
and not the kernel. So we can take two integral equations with the same kernel but one with
inhomogeneous part equal to everything else except the two-body P -wave contributions and
another with only the two-body P -wave contributions. Here we only consider the second
equation, the solution to which we call the “3P amplitude”: tJ3P;L1S1,LSpk, p, Eq.
Let’s take a look at the 2-body P -wave interaction Lagrangian again:
L3PJ2 “
ˆ
C
p3P0q
2 δxyδwz ` Cp
3P1q
2 rδxwδyz ´ δxzδyws ` Cp
3P2q
2
„
2δxwδyz ` 2δxzδyw ´ 4
3
δxyδwz
˙
(3.28)
ˆ 1
4
pNˆTOp1,P qxyA Nˆq:pNˆTOp1,P qwzA Nˆq
where
Op1,P qijA “
Ð
∇i P PjA ´ P PjA
Ñ
∇i (3.29)
and the projector is defined as P PiA “ 1?8σ2σiτ2τA.
L1P12 “ Cp
1P1q
2
1
4
pNˆTOp0,P qx Nˆq:pNˆTOp0,P qx Nˆq, (3.30)
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The operator Op0,P qi is defined by
Op0,P qi “
Ð
∇i P P ´ P P
Ñ
∇i, (3.31)
where the projector is P P “ 1?
8
σ2τ2.
We can introduce a new set of auxiliary fields
´
Pˆ3PJkA
¯
through a new interaction La-
grangian given by:
LP2 “ ´Pˆ3P00A :∆p3P0qPˆ
3P0
0A ´ Pˆ
3P1
iA
:∆p
3P1qPˆ3P1iA ´ Pˆ
3P2
iA
:∆p
3P2qPˆ3P2iA ´ Pˆ
1P1
i
:∆p
1P1qPˆ1P1i (3.32)
` 1
2
2ÿ
J“0
y
3PJ
„
Ci,j,k1,1,J
´
Pˆ3PJkA
¯:
NˆT iOp1,P qjiA Nˆ ` H.c.

` 1
2
y
1P1
„´
Pˆ1P1i
¯:
NˆT iOp0,P qi Nˆ ` H.c.

,
so that if we integrate out the
´
Pˆ3PJkA
¯
fields we will recover the original form of the P -wave
interaction Lagrangian Eq. (3.28) and Eq. (3.30). In Eq. (3.32) all of the ∆p3PJ q coefficients
are unphysical constants that are just chosen so that this Lagrangian matches onto the
original P -wave interaction Lagrangian Eq. (3.28) and Eq. (3.30). The indices i, j, k are
spherical indices, they take values ´1, 0, 1.
To see the matching between the two Lagrangians at the two-body sector we can calculate
the two-body elastic scattering with the new Lagrangian. The tree diagram that contributes
to this scattering is given by the Fig. 3.6.
Given two vectors ~v and ~w the dot product in terms of space indices is given by
ř
i viwi,
but when these vectors are given in terms of spherical indices the same dot product is given
by
ř
ip´1qiviw´i. Using this the diagram in Fig. 3.6 can be calculated to give (here I only
do the matching for the 3PJ channel, the 1P1 is analogous and easier):
it “ py
3PJ q2
4∆3PJ
ÿ
i,j.m.l.k;A
p´1qkCi,j,k1,1,JCm,l,´k1,1,J piOp1,P qjiA qpiOp1,P qlmA q: (3.33)
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Figure 3.6: Two-body P -wave elastic scattering. The Pˆ3PJkA field propagator is the double
line with a zig-zag in it and is given by the constant i
∆
3PJ
.
In this expression the operators O are supposed to be calculated between nucleon spin
states, but that part matches automatically, so I just skip it. It can be shown that going
between spherical coordinates and cartesian coordinates the following substitutions can be
made:
Ci,j,01,1,0C
m,l,0
1,1,0 Ñ 13δijδml, (3.34)ÿ
k
Ci,j,k1,1,1C
m,l,´k
1,1,1 p´1qk Ñ 12pδilδjm ´ δimδjlq, (3.35)
ÿ
k
Ci,j,k1,1,2C
m,l,´k
1,1,2 p´1qk Ñ 12pδilδjm ` δimδjl ´
2
3
δijδmlq (3.36)
In here the coordinates on the left hand side are spherical and the ones on the right hand
side are cartesian. Using these relations it becomes clear how Eq. (3.33) matches onto the
3PJ interaction terms in the original Lagrangian Eq. (3.28) giving the following relations
between the different parameters in the two Lagrangians:
C
3P0 “ 1
3
py3P0q2
∆p3P0q
, C
3P1 “ ´1
2
py3P1q2
∆p3P1q
, C
3P2 “ 1
4
py3P2q2
∆p3P2q
, C
1P1 “ py
1P1q2
∆p1P1q
. (3.37)
At this point we can describe the second way of calculating the 3P amplitude. Instead
of calculating the one loop diagram as in the previous section we can just calculate the tree
diagram given in the Fig 3.7 and do the spin-angular momentum projections for this diagram
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(In the figure I only give the diagram with the initial dibaryon being the deuteron, but the
second diagram with initial dibaryon being the spin-singlet also has to be calculated).
Figure 3.7: Tree-level contribution to ndÑ nP -wave dibaryon.
After this we can construct the P -wave amplitude as in the boxed area in Fig 3.8, which
attached to the same diagram will give the inhomogeneous part of the equation that the 3P
amplitude satisfies (the first terms of the right hand side of the first two lines of Fig 3.8).
P 00
3P 3P3P P
P 3P3P 3P
Figure 3.8: (Caption and figures are from [76]). Unboxed diagrams are the integral equa-
tions for the N3LO contribution to the nd scattering amplitude from the two-body P -wave
contact interactions. The double lines with a zig-zag in the middle are the P -wave dibaryon
propagator, given by i{∆2R`1PJ . The boxed diagrams represent the equation for the “P” am-
plitude used in the unboxed integral equations above. The notation “3P” in the oval indicates
that this is a N3LO correction but one that only involves the two-body P -wave contributions.
Explicitly the P -wave amplitude, which is the boxed area in Fig 3.8 is given by:
t
Jp2R`1Pzq
L1S1,LS pk, p, Eq “
”
K
Jp2R`1Pzq
L1S1,LS pk, p, Eq
ı
1
`KJp2R`1PzqL1S1,LS pq, p, Eq b tJ0;LS,LSpk, q, Eq, (3.38)
where the K-matrices are determined by the diagram in Fig 3.7 and are given by:
”
K
Jp3Pzq
L1S1,LSpk, p, Eq
ı
x
“ ´MN y y
3Pz
4kp
Z3Pz pJ, L1, S1, L, S, x, zq p2k QL1paq ` pQLpaqq (3.39)
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”
K
Jp1P1q
L1S1,LSpk, p, Eq
ı
x
“ ´MN y y
1P1
4kp
Z1P1 pJ, L1, S1, L, S, xq p2k QL1paq ` pQLpaqq (3.40)
and the Z-functions are the spin-angular momentum projections of the diagram in Fig 3.7,
given by:
Z3Pz pJ, L1, S1, L, S, x, zq “ 12p´1q3{2`S`S1`L´J
bpx {p1´ xqpz pS pS 1pL " x 1{2 1{2
1 S 1{2
*
(3.41)
ˆ
"
1{2 1 S
1 S 1 z
*"
S 1 S 1
L1 J L
*"
1´ x 1{2 1{2
1 1{2 1{2
*
C0,0,0L,1,L1 ,
and
Z1P1 pJ, L1, S1, L, S, xq “ p´1q3{2`L´J
bpx {p1´ xq pS 1pL " S 1 S 1
L1 J L
*
δS,1{2C0,0,0L,1,L1 . (3.42)
In terms of all of these newly defined objects the equation that the 3P amplitude satisfies is:
tJ3P;L1S1,LSpk, p, Eq “ (3.43)
1ÿ
R“0
R`1ÿ
z“|R´1|
ÿ
L2,S2
p´1qz
∆p2R`1Pzq
”
K
Jp2R`1Pzq
L2S2,L1S1 pp, q, Eq
ıT b tJp2R`1PzqL2S2,LS pk, q, Eq
`KJ0;L1S1,L1S1pq, p, Eq b tJ3P;L1S1,LSpk, q, Eq.
From how the new Lagrangian with auxiliary P fields matches onto the original Lagrangian
the equivalence of the two methods, described in the previous sections, for calculating the
P -wave contributions to the three-body scattering amplitude becomes obvious. The only
essential difference is that in the method of direct calculation we do the loop-integration
analytically first, then we do the spin-angular momentum projections, but in the second
method the order is changed. In the second method we do the spin-angular momentum
projections first, then the loop-integration, but the loop-integration is done numerically.
The second method proves to be preferable because in calculating the angular momentum
projections we only see functions like the Legendre polynomials of the second kind, the
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analytical properties of which are well understood and which are already coded, because the
same functions arise in the angular momentum projections of the lower order equations. As
opposed to this, in the method of direct calculation, the loop-integration is done analytically,
but in the angular momentum projections we get much more complicated functions then the
Legendre polynomials of the second kind. With these new functions new numerical issues
arise associated with the analytical behavior of these functions near the collinear limit where
the vectors ~k and ~p become parallel.
3.4 Power Counting
The power of an EFT is that when we calculate an observable using it, we are also able
to make a prediction on the accuracy of the calculation. To construct an EFT in the first
place we need to identify the relevant scales of the theory. Having done that we can form
a small parameter in powers of which we can organize the infinite number of interaction
terms in the Lagrangian. Also all the observables are calculated order by order, as a power
series expansion in powers of this small parameter. The EFT{pi is constructed to describe
non-relativistic nucleons which interact through contact interactions, so pions are integrated
out. From here we see that the small energy scale in this theory is the typical momentum
exchange in Feynman diagrams denoted by Q, and the large energy scales are the EFT{pi
breaking scale Λ{pi, which is of the order of the pion mass Λ{pi „ mpi and the nucleon mass
MN . The binding momentum of the deuteron γt “ 45.7025 MeV is much smaller than the
pion mass mpi « 140 MeV, so it is also considered to be a small energy scale „ Q. All of
the interactions in the Lagrangian and the observables are ordered in the powers of Q. For
instance the more derivatives in an interaction term the higher order that term is in the
Lagrangian. The scaling of an interaction in EFT{pi is not always easy to figure out, and
it can depend on the regularization scheme used to render the loop-integrals finite [11, 12].
Here I will talk about the scaling of some of the interactions and diagrams. Let’s start with
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the only-nucleon-fields formulation of EFT{pi at the LO two-body sector:
L “ N :
˜
iB0 `
~∇2
2MN
¸
N ´ C0pNTPNq:pNTPNq. (3.44)
From this Lagrangian we see that in loops with nucleon propagators, if we denote the loop
four momentum by pl0,~lq, the l0 integration picks up a pole at a nucleon energy, so we
have that l0 integration scales like Q
2
MN
and each component of the ~l integration scales like
Q. Also the non-relativistic nucleon propagator scales like MN
Q2
. Using naive dimensional
analysis (NDA) the scaling of the interaction coefficient C0 in Eq. (3.44) can be estimated
to be C0 „ 1MNΛ {pi . As it was shown in Section 2.1 with this Lagrangian we can calculate the
sum of all the diagrams contributing to the NN scattering amplitude given in Fig. 3.9.
+ + +  . . .
Figure 3.9: NN scattering: bubble sum.
Using the scalings described above and the NDA estimate for C0, we can see that each
subsequent term in the series given in Fig. 3.9 is suppressed by a factor of Q
Λ {pi
. This makes
each subsequent term in this series to be of higher order in EFT{pi power counting. If this
was the correct scaling of the terms then, to do a calculation to a given order we would have
to truncate the series. This would have been a valid conclusion if the NN scattering length
was of the natural or “naive” size a „ 1
Λ
. But as we know this is not the case, in fact the
scattering length is unnaturally large a “ 1
γt
„ 1
Q
. Hence we need to find the deuteron pole
at the leading order in EFT{pi. In order to generate the deuteron bound state at LO, the
appropriate power counting needs to find that all the terms in the series in Fig. 3.9 contribute
at the same leading order. This is impossible to achieve using NDA to estimate the size of C0.
To make the power counting correct PDS was invented [65]. In PDS regularization scheme
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for the calculation of the loop integrals in Fig. 3.9 the momentum cutoff Λ is replaced by
an unphysical arbitrary parameter µ and since it is arbitrary we can choose it to be of the
order Q. With this choice for µ, matching the calculated NN scattering amplitude to the
ERE result gives a different scaling for the interaction coefficient C0 „ 1MNQ . Motivated by
the need of getting the shallow deuteron pole at the LO the auxiliary field t was introduced
into the Lagrangian:
L “ N :piB0 `
~B2
2MN
qN
` t:i p∆tq ti
` ytpt:i pNTPiNq ` h.c.q.
(3.45)
It was shown in [11] by integrating out the auxiliary field t that this Lagrangian is physically
equivalent to the one given in Eq. (3.44). The field t is constructed such that it has the
quantum numbers of a deuteron. From this Lagrangian we can find the following list for the
scaling of different things.
γt „ Q
dressed deuteron propagator „ 1
Q
(this is proven below)
the non-relativistic nucleon propagator „ MN
Q2
as a convention we use y2t „ 1MN
non-relativistic loop integration „ Q5
MN
From the Lagrangian in Eq. (3.45) the dressed deuteron propagator can be calculated as
a geometric series given in Fig. 3.10.
Here again to regulate the loop integrals in Fig. 3.10 PDS is used and the scaling of the
parameter ∆t is ∆t „ Q. Using the list given above we can power count all the terms in
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Figure 3.10: Double line is the LO full deuteron propagator, thin solid line is the nucleon
propagator, thick solid line is the bare deuteron propagator i
∆t
.
the series in Fig. 3.10. The first term scales as „ 1
Q
. The second term-y2t ˚(bare deuteron
propagator)2˚(nucleon propagator)2˚ loop integration “„ 1
MN
1
Q2
M2N
Q4
Q5
MN
“ 1
Q
. From here it
becomes clear that all the terms in this series contribute at the LO and scale as „ 1
Q
(which
was the purpose of PDS) justifying the need to sum all the terms. Looking at the dressed
deuteron propagator,
iDLOt pp0, ~pq “ i
γt ´
b
~p2
4
´MNp0 ´ i
, (3.46)
we see that it also scales as „ 1
Q
. This is the advantage of using PDS instead of cutoff with
NDA. With PDS all the terms contributing to the dressed deuteron are of the same order
(LO) as the final result.
Using dimensional analysis, from the requirement that the action is dimensionless and
from the nucleon kinetic term in Eq. (3.45) we see that the mass dimension of a nucleon field
is rN s “M 32 (here I use the notation that the square brackets denote the mass dimension).
From the convention we use for the dNN coupling constant: y2t “ 4piMN and from the third
term in Eq. (3.45) we see that the mass dimension of a dibaryon field is the same as for
the nucleon field rts “ M 32 . From this and the second term in Eq. (3.45) we find the mass
dimension of ∆t to be r∆ts “M .
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From the SD-mixing Lagrangian:
LSD2 “ ySD tˆ:i
„
NˆT
ˆ
pÑB ´ ÐB qipÑB ´ ÐB qj ´ 1
3
δijpÑB ´ ÐB q2
˙
PjNˆ

` H.c., (3.47)
and the dimensions of the nucleon and deuteron fields we find the dimension and the scaling
of the SD-mixing interaction coefficient ySD „ 1
M
5
2
N
. The same way from the two-body
P -wave interaction Lagrangian:
L3PJ2 “
ˆ
C
p3P0q
2 δxyδwz ` Cp
3P1q
2 rδxwδyz ´ δxzδyws ` Cp
3P2q
2
„
2δxwδyz ` 2δxzδyw ´ 4
3
δxyδwz
˙
(3.48)
ˆ 1
4
pNˆTOp1,P qxyA Nˆq:pNˆTOp1,P qwzA Nˆq
we can find the dimensions of the interaction coefficients Cp
3PJ q
2 . Each of the operators O in
Eq. (3.48) has one derivative, which has mass dimension one. With this and the dimension
of the nucleon fields we find for the dimension of the interaction coefficients Cp
3PJ q
2 „ 1M4N .
As we just showed NDA fails to give the correct scaling of the interaction coefficient C0.
In general NDA can not be trusted to give to correct scaling of operators in the Lagrangian
or to give the correct scaling of the interaction coefficients. In order to find the correct
scaling one needs to understand the renormalization conditions and use RG analysis.
We can also use the Z-parametrization to compute the dressed deuteron propagator as
described in section 2.2. The deuteron propagator in the Z-parametrization [12] up to N2LO
is given by:
iDtpp0, ~pq “ i
γt ´
b
~p2
4
´MNp0 ´ i
ˆ
«
1` Zt ´ 1
2γt
˜
γt `
c
~p2
4
´MNp0 ´ i
¸
`
ˆ
Zt ´ 1
2γt
˙2 ˆ
´γ2t ` ~p
2
4
´MNp0
˙ff
(3.49)
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In the Z-parametrization, since Zt´1
2
is about 0.3, Zt ´ 1 is also considered to be of order
Q. Using that we see that each subsequent term is one order higher in powers of Q. So we
conclude that the circle with an “n” in it on the dibaryon line (the R-functions) scales like
Qn.
To see how things scale at the three-body sector let’s look at the diagrams contributing
to the nd scattering amplitude at the leading order Fig 3.11.
+ + +…
Figure 3.11: Pinball diagrams for LO nd scattering.
The first diagram is just a tree and using our rules we get that it scales like „ 1
Q2
. In the
second diagram we have one loop and three more propagators, it scales like „ pytq4M3NQ6 1Q Q
5
MN
“
1
Q2
. Again we see that all the diagrams in the expansion are going to contribute to the same
order, again justifying the need to sum all of them at the LO. From here naively we would
assume that the LO nd scattering amplitude scales like „ 1
Q2
.
Let’s also look at the three-body contributions which previously were defined as the
rectangles with an “n” in them, except without all of the three-body forces as in the Fig 3.12.
Here we have already figured out that the rectangle with the number “0” scales like „ 1
Q2
.
The rectangle with “1” is zero, so we can think of it as scaling like „ 1
Q
.
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HLO
= +0
HNLO
=1
ySD HN2LO, H
N2LO
2
= + +2
HN3LO, H
N3LO
2C(
2S+1PJ)
= +3
0
Figure 3.12: Three-body diagrams without three-body forces.
The rectangle with “2” has the SD mixing interaction, which has two derivatives, so it
scales like „ ySDQ2yt MNQ2 , and as pySDytq scales as „ 1M3N , we get that this rectangle scales
as „ 1
M2N
„ 1
Q2
Q2
M2N
.
The rectangle with “3” has the P -wave interactions, which have two derivatives, so it scales
like „ pytq2C3PJQ2M3NQ6 Q
5
MN
, and the coefficient C3PJ scales like 1
M4N
, giving for the rectangle
scaling „ Q
M3N
„ 1
Q2
Q3
M3N
.
Generalizing the previous results we conclude that the rectangle with an “n” in it by
construction scales like „ Qn´2 in powers of Q.
At this point we are ready to power count all the terms appearing on the right hand side
of the n-th order equations given in the Fig 3.1. As I already mentioned above with the
naive approach to how things scale we conclude that the LO nd scattering amplitude scales
like each of the terms contributing to it, which is 1
Q2
. Here I prove that with the same naive
approach we will come to the conclusion that the NnLO nd scattering amplitude (the oval
with an “n” in it, Fig 3.1) scales like each of the terms contributing to it: „ Qn´2. To prove
this we can induce on n; assuming that everything works at up to and including Nn´1LO
we can look at the two general types of diagrams contributing to the n-th order amplitude
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Fig 3.13.
n-mm m+
n-m
Figure 3.13: General terms in n-th order equation.
Using our rules for power counting we see that the first term scales like: „ m-th order
amplitude ˚ pn ´mq-th order rectangle ˚ dibaryon propagator ˚ nucleon propagator ˚ loop
integration “ Qm´2Qn´m´2 1
Q
MN
Q2
Q5
MN
“ Qn´2. And the second term: „ Qm´2Qn´m “ Qn´2.
Now assuming that this amplitude also scales as all the terms contributing to it we find that
it scales like „ Qn´2, which is the naive conclusion.
In reality though things are not so simple. At each order we have infinite number of
diagrams contributing to the amplitude. Although each one of these contributions scales the
same, there is no guarantee that the total amplitude will scale the same. One of the most
important examples when this analysis fails is the LO doublet channel S-wave amplitude.
According to the analysis this amplitude should be well-behaved and scale like 1
Q2
, but as it
is shown it has strong cutoff dependence. To regulate this cutoff dependence we are forced to
include a three-body contact interaction at LO, which is naturally expected to be included at
N2LO [15, 16, 17, 70]. To see this let’s look at the interaction Lagrangian for the three-body
force again:
L “ MNH0pΛq
3Λ2
`
ytN
:p~t ¨ ~σq: ´ ysN :p~s ¨ ~τq:
˘ `
ytNp~t ¨ ~σq ´ ysNp~s ¨ ~τq
˘
. (3.50)
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We can easily find the scaling of the contribution of this term to the three-body scattering
amplitude. This contribution is just a tree diagram and it scales as „ 1
Λ2
“ 1
Q2
Q2
Λ2
(here Λ
is the momentum cutoff in three-body loop diagrams). From the analysis of the terms in
Fig 3.11 we know that the LO contribution to the three-body scattering amplitude scales
as 1
Q2
. From here we find that using NDA we would conclude that the three-body force
contribution comes at N2LO, which is the wrong conclusion as we found in Section 2.7.
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4Results and conclusions
4.1 Observables
In nd scattering there are several observables related to initial beam and target polarizations.
Let’s take for example initial polarized neutron beam and unpolarized deuteron target. We
need to define a coordinate system to describe the observables. We define two coordinate
systems (see Fig. 4.1) in the laboratory reference frame; one attached to the initial neutron
(x, y, z) and the other attached to final (scattered) neutron (x1, y1, z1). In the laboratory
frame denote the initial neutron momentum as ~ki and the final neutron momentum as ~kf .
The z axis is defined along ~ki, the y axis is defined along the cross product ~ki ˆ ~kf and the
x axis is defined so that (x, y, z) is right handed. The same way z1 axis is defined along ~kf ,
the y1 axis is defined along the cross product ~ki ˆ ~kf and the x1 axis is defined so that
(x1, y1, z1) is right handed.
We can denote the spinor that describes the initial nucleon by χi and the final nucleon
by χf . The transition matrices M are related to the amplitudes that we calculate solving
the integral equations numerically. These matrices depend on the incoming energy, the
scattering angle θ, also they have indices corresponding to the initial and the final deuteron
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nˆx
y
z
✓
kˆi
kˆf
x’
y’ z’
Figure 4.1: Coordinate systems.
spin components and the initial and final neutron spin components. As, for now we are
only considering unpolarized deuteron target the indices that correspond to the deuterons
are going to be summed over, so for now we suppress those indices to make the notations
more concise. The transition matrix for this process is Mmimf , where mi and mf are the
initial and final neutron spin components. This matrix connects the initial and final neutron
spinors so we have:
χf “Mχi. (4.1)
If we have a beam of N neutrons in the initial state then the density matrix that describes
it can be written as:
ρi “
Nÿ
n“1
χ
pnq
i
”
χ
pnq
i
ı:
, (4.2)
and the same way for the final state we have:
ρf “
Nÿ
n“1
χ
pnq
f
”
χ
pnq
f
ı:
, (4.3)
where the superscript pnq denotes the particle number. Putting the Eqs. (4.1), (4.2), (4.3)
together it is easy to see:
ρf “MρiM :. (4.4)
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Denoting the components of a spinor:
χpnq “
˜
a
pnq
1
a
pnq
2
¸
(4.5)
and using the definition for the density matrix we find:
ρ “
¨˚
˚˝
Nř
n“1
|apnq1 |2
Nř
n“1
a
pnq
1 a
pnq˚
2
Nř
n“1
a
pnq
2 a
pnq˚
1
Nř
n“1
|apnq2 |2
‹˛‹‚. (4.6)
The total averaged spin polarization components of the beam can be calculated using the
Pauli matrices and the density matrix Eq. (4.6) finding the expressions in Eq. (4.7).
px “ Trpρσxq “
Nÿ
n“1
2 Repapnq1 apnq˚2 q,
py “ Trpρσyq “
Nÿ
n“1
2 Impapnq1 apnq˚2 q,
pz “ Trpρσzq “
Nÿ
n“1
p|apnq1 |2 ´ |apnq2 |2q.
(4.7)
These spin polarization components components correspond to the initial beam as a whole.
To find the average spin polarization per particle we need to divide the three lines of the
Eq. (4.7) by N . From Eq. (4.7) we see that if the initial beam is not polarized then from the
requirements px “ py “ pz “ 0 we find that the density matrix describing that beam will be
proportional to the 2ˆ 2 identity matrix I, Eq. (4.8).
ρi “ N
2
I “ N
2
ˆ
1 0
0 1
˙
. (4.8)
Here we assumed that the spinors χpnqi are normalized to one: |apnq1 |2 ` |apnq2 |2 “ 1.
As the density matrix is a hermitian operator and as the identity matrix together with
the Pauli matrices span the space of the 2ˆ2 hermitian matrices, we can express the density
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matrix in terms of the identity matrix and the Pauli matrices. Denoting the 2 ˆ 2 identity
matrix as σ0 we have Eq. (4.9).
ρ “
3ÿ
j“0
ajσj (4.9)
To find the coefficients aj in Eq. (4.9) note that the matrices σj with j “ 0, 1, 2, 3, satisfy
an orthogonality relation with a scalar product defined as the trace of the product (see
Eq. (4.10)).
Trpσiσjq “ 2δij. (4.10)
From Eq. (4.9) and Eq. (4.10) we find:
aj “ 1
2
Trpρσjq “ 1
2
pj, j “ 1, 2, 3 (4.11)
where pj is defined for j “ 1, 2, 3 in Eq. (4.7) and for j “ 0 we have:
a0 “ 1
2
Trpρσ0q “ 1
2
Trpρq “ N
2
. (4.12)
For the density matrix we find:
ρ “ 1
2
pNσ0 `
3ÿ
j“1
pjσjq. (4.13)
Again we see that if the beam is not polarized we recover Eq. (4.8) for the density matrix.
In terms of the density matrices the total cross section of the scattering of a polarized
beam on an unpolarized target is given by (noting that Trpρiq “ N):
dσ
dΩ
pθ, φq “ Trpρf q
Trpρiq “
Tr
`
MρiM
:˘
N
, (4.14)
and for the completely unpolarized scattering, for which the initial beam is non-polarized
and hence ρi is given by Eq. (4.8), the cross section Eq. (4.14) reduces to:
dσ¯
dΩ
pθq “ Trpρf q
Trpρiq “
1
2
Tr
`
MM :
˘
, (4.15)
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where the bar over the σ indicates that this is the unpolarized cross section. Using the
expansion Eq. (4.13) for the initial density matrix the polarized cross section Eq. (4.14) can
be put into the following form:
dσ
dΩ
pθ, φq “ dσ¯
dΩ
pθqp1`
3ÿ
j“1
pj
N
Ajpθqq, (4.16)
where the Ajpθq are the analyzing powers and are given by:
Ajpθq “ Tr
`
MσjM
:˘
TrpMM :q . (4.17)
If we have an initial beam that is polarized along the y axis, then in Eq. (4.16) we only have
the term proportional to py:
dσ
dΩ
pθ, φq “ dσ¯
dΩ
pθqp1` py
N
Aypθqq, (4.18)
where the fraction py
N
is the average polarization per particle. The function Aypθq is the
Ay observable that is called the transverse asymmetry. To give it the interpretation of
an “asymmetry” note that from rotational symmetry the unpolarized cross section has to
be an even function of θ: dσ¯
dΩ
p´θq “ dσ¯
dΩ
pθq and Aypθq has to be an odd function of θ:
Ayp´θq “ ´Aypθq. Taking all the particles in the initial beam polarized along the y axis
we can substitute py
N
“ 1 in Eq. (4.18). Writing this equation for ˘θ, then adding and
subtracting from each other we get:
dσ
dΩ
pθ, φq ` dσ
dΩ
p´θ, φq “ 2 dσ¯
dΩ
pθq (4.19)
and
Aypθq “
dσ
dΩ
pθ, φq ´ dσ
dΩ
p´θ, φq
dσ
dΩ
pθ, φq ` dσ
dΩ
p´θ, φq . (4.20)
Using Eq. (4.20) we interpret Ay as the asymmetry between the number of the left- and right-
scattered particles. We also see that the denominator in Eq. (4.20) is the total unpolarized
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cross section. For practical calculations of Ay though we use Eq. (4.17) with j “ 2. The
Pauli matrix σ2 is given by: ˆ
0 ´i
i 0
˙
. (4.21)
Substituting this into Eq. (4.17) we get for Ay:
Aypθq “ Tr
`
Mσ2M
:˘
TrpMM :q “
ř
mf ,m1,m2
pMmfm1pσ2qm1m2M :m2mf q
TrpMM :q . (4.22)
Using the definition of M ::
Aypθq “
ř
mf ,m1,m2
pMmfm1pσ2qm1m2Mm˚fm2q
TrpMM :q , (4.23)
and using the explicit from of σ2 Eq. (4.21):
Aypθq “
ř
mf
ip´Mmf 12M˚mf´ 12 `Mmf´ 12M
˚
mf
1
2
q
TrpMM :q “
ř
mf
2 ImpMmf 12M˚mf´ 12 q
TrpMM :q . (4.24)
Now redefining magnetic quantum numbers as m1 and m11 for the initial and final deuteron,
and m2 and m12 for initial and final neutron we get the final form of the formula to calculate
Ay:
Aypθ, φq “
ÿ
m1
ÿ
m11,m12
2 Im
”
Mm11,m12;m1,1{2M
˚
m11,m12;m1,´1{2
ı
ÿ
m1,m2
ÿ
m11,m12
ˇˇ
Mm11,m12;m1,m2
ˇˇ2 . (4.25)
The connection between the transition matrix M and the on-shell scattering amplitude
calculated solving the integral equations is given by Eq. (4.26).
MJL1S1,LSpkq “ ZLOtJ ;NtÑNtL1S1,LS pk, k, Eq, (4.26)
where ZLO is the leading order deuteron wavefunction renormalization given by: ZLO “
2γt
MN
. If the deuterons in the target are polarized we get more polarization observable, for
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which formulas analogous to Eq. (4.25) can be derived using the density-matrix formulation
described earlier [77, 78, 79, 80]. Here are the formulas we use to compute these observables:
iT11pθ, φq “ ´
c
3
2
ÿ
m2
ÿ
m11,m12
Im
”
Mm11,m12;´1,m2M
˚
m11,m12;0,m2 `Mm11,m12;0,m2M˚m11,m12;1,m2
ı
ÿ
m1,m2
ÿ
m11,m12
ˇˇ
Mm11,m12;m1,m2
ˇˇ2 , (4.27)
T20pθq “ 1?
2
ÿ
m2
ÿ
m11,m12
!ˇˇ
Mm11,m12;1,m2
ˇˇ2 ´ 2 ˇˇMm11,m12;0,m2 ˇˇ2`ˇˇMm11,m12;´1,m2 ˇˇ2)ÿ
m1,m2
ÿ
m11,m12
ˇˇ
Mm11,m12;m1,m2
ˇˇ2 , (4.28)
T21pθ, φq “ ´
c
3
2
ÿ
m2
ÿ
m11,m12
Re
”
Mm11,m12;0,m2
´
M˚m11,m12;1,m2 ´M˚m11,m12;´1,m2
¯ı
ÿ
m1,m2
ÿ
m11,m12
ˇˇ
Mm11,m12;m1,m2
ˇˇ2 , (4.29)
and
T22pθ, φq “
?
3
ÿ
m2
ÿ
m11,m12
Re
”
Mm11,m12;1,m2M
˚
m11,m12;´1,m2
ı
ÿ
m1,m2
ÿ
m11,m12
ˇˇ
Mm11,m12;m1,m2
ˇˇ2 , (4.30)
4.2 Results
Here I present the up to N2LO results of the EFT{pi calculation for the total unpolarized
cross-section and the N3LO results for the observables discussed in the previous section for
the elastic nd scattering in comparison to the data and some potential model calculations.
The results for the cross section calculations at 3 MeV-nucleon energy are given in Fig. 4.2
(caption and figures are from [76]). In this figure we can clearly see that the EFT{pi results
get better order by order. There is an excellent agreement of the N2LO result with the
experiment. The curve that corresponds to the N2LO calculation is given with a band that
represents the estimated theoretical error.
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Figure 4.2: (Caption and figures are from [76]). nd scattering cross section for En “
3.0 MeV with experimental data from Schwarz, et. al. [81]. The LO prediction (without
theoretical errors) is the solid green line, the dashed blue line the NLO prediction (without
theoretical errors), and the solid red band the N2LO prediction with a 6% error estimate.
A good energy range of processes that we expect EFT{pi to work well is given by typical
momentum exchange Q such that the power counting parameter is about Q
Λ {pi
„ 0.3, which is
used to estimate the theoretical error. As the terms in the Lagrangian and the amplitudes
are calculated as a power series in powers of 0.3 we can estimate that each subsequent term
is going to be of the order of 0.3ˆ previous term. So we estimate that the N3LO correction to
an amplitude is of the order of 0.3ˆ 0.3ˆ 0.3ˆ the LO result« 0.03ˆthe LO result, which is
the 3% of the LO result. Cross sections, being proportional to the square of the amplitudes,
get the double of that error estimate. This is why we give a 6% theoretically estimated error
band on the N2LO cross section in Fig. 4.2 [76]. Our N3LO results for the observable Ay
are given in Fig. 4.3 (caption and figures are from [76]) for three different energies. Just
as we calculated an estimate for the theoretical error for the cross section, we can do the
same also for Ay. The main contributions to this observable come from the 3PJ interactions
Eq. (2.67) with interaction coefficients C
3PJ
2 . At the next order of the EFT{pi the correction
to the observable is estimated to be the same order as the change in the observable if we
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vary the C
3PJ
2 interaction coefficients within a 30% (˘15%) band around their central values
given in Eq. (2.73). Fig. 4.3 contains various curves corresponding to different values of the
C
3PJ
2 coefficients [76]. We can make a couple different conclusions from the results in Fig. 4.3.
First of all we see that the Ay observable is indeed very sensitive to the 3PJ interactions as
was already discovered by various potential model calculations previously. Secondly we can
see from the 3 MeV plot that the maximum of Ay is around θ “ 1050, which coincides with
the minimum of the unpolarized cross-section (see Fig. 4.2). This is justified by the fact that
the total unpolarized cross section is in the denominator in Eq. (4.20). Finally, we see that
the experimental data is well within the reach of the EFT{pi. This means that if the EFT{pi
at higher than N3LO orders gives corrections according to the given error estimates, as is
expected, then the Ay-puzzle could be solved in the next order.
We have previously claimed that the contribution to Ay coming from the two-body SD-
mixing term is negligible compared to the contributions that come from the 3PJ interactions.
To see this we plot only the SD-mixing contribution to the Ay in Fig. 4.4. As we can see
from the comparison of the two figures Figs. 4.3 and 4.4 the SD-contribution is about three
orders of magnitude smaller than the 3PJ contributions.
To develop a feeling about how well the EFT{pi works for few nucleon processes it is also
useful to look at the results that it gives for the other nd polarization observables Fig. 4.5
(caption and figures are from [76]). On this figure the EFT{pi results for deuteron polarization
observables are plotted along with some potential model calculations and experimental data.
The experimental data is not for nd elastic scattering though, it is for pd elastic scattering.
Given the approximate isospin symmetry and that the Coulomb interactions become less
and less important for backward angles and higher scattering energies, we expect qualitative
agreement between the theory and experiment, which is observed.
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Figure 4.3: (Caption and figures are from [76]). The dashed lines are EFT{pi results for
Ay for several sets of C
3PJ coefficients varied by 15% around their central values. Top Left:
En “ 1.2 MeV, experimental data from Neidel et al. [82]. Top Right: En “ 1.9 MeV,
experimental data from Neidel, et. al. [82]. Bottom: En “ 3.0 MeV, the solid line is a
PMC calculation from Kievsky, et. al. using AV-18+UR [56], with experimental data from
McAninch, et. al. [57]. In the following, “`” stands for 15 percent above central values
given in Eq. (2.73); “0” is at central value; and “´” is 15 percent below central value.
The coefficient values (C3P0 ,C3P1 ,C3P2) used to produce the curves shown are (from lowest
EFT{pi curve to highest EFT{pi curve on the plots): big dots (green)=p`,´,`q; small dots
(blue)=p`, 0,`q; long dash (red)=p0, 0, 0q; long-dash-dot (purple) = p0, 0,`q; short-dash-dot
(orange) = p´, 0, 0q; double-dot (black) = p´,`,`q.
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Figure 4.4: EFT{pi results for Ay only coming from the SD-mixing.
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Figure 4.5: (Caption and figures are from [76]). The solid red line is the EFT{pi prediction
(without theoretical error bars) for deuteron polarization observables in nd scattering, the
dashed green line PMC calculations using AV18+UR for nd scattering [56] , and the dotted
blue line PMC calculations using AV18+UR for pd scattering [56]. All experimental data is
for pd scattering from Shimizu, et. al. [83] at a laboratory deuteron energy of Ed “ 6.0 MeV.
4.3 Conclusions
In this dissertation the N3LO calculation of the Ay observable for nd elastic scattering process
in EFT{pi is described. This observable at N3LO gets contributions from the two-body SD
mixing and the two-body P -wave interactions. We find that the contributions from SD
mixing are about three orders of magnitude smaller than the contributions from the two-
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body P -wave interactions. The Ay observable is found to be very sensitive to the two-body
P -wave interactions. We see that varying the two-body P -wave interaction coefficients within
the estimated theoretical error we find a very wide range of theoretical curves for the Ay
observable. Most importantly the experimental data is within this range, which, at this
order, eliminates the long-standing disagreement between the theory and the experiment,
but dictates that a higher order calculation of this observable is necessary to unambiguously
test EFT{pi. As we go to higher orders in an EFT we get more interaction terms in the
Lagrangian and this increases the number of parameters that can be matched onto the
experiment. Some of the possible results of a higher order calculation might be as follows.
One of the possibilities is that at the next order the new three-body P -wave interaction
coefficient is matched onto the Ay observable at some particular scattering energy and the
predictions of the theory for the other energies agree well with the experiment. This would
solve the Ay-puzzle and justify EFT{pi as a well-constructed low-energy approximation to
QCD, which gives a good description of the low energy nuclear physics at two- and three-
body sectors. Another possibility is that the higher order theoretical prediction either grossly
disagrees with the experiment or gets better but is still unsatisfactory. This would possibly
be an indication of a beyond the standard model physics, but more likely this will be taken
as a first sign that the power counting of EFT{pi needs to be modified for this observable.
In this case a possible solution might be the extension of EFT{pi in such a way that certain
three-body diagrams are resummed in order for the theory to be able to include more of the
non-perturbative aspects of QCD.
The Ay observable has the total unpolarized nd scattering cross section in its denomina-
tor. Strictly perturbatively for N3LO result this denominator is supposed to be expended
and truncated at NLO, because the first nonzero contribution to the numerator of Ay is at
N2LO. Doing so we discovered that the position of the peak of Ay does not match with the
experimental result. Keeping the denominator at N2LO is equivalent to resumming some of
the higher order contributions and makes the position of the maximum of Ay to match with
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the experiment. The total unpolarized nd scattering cross section is in the denominators of
all of the polarization observables, so the interesting physics about the polarization observ-
ables is concentrated in the numerators. This justifies keeping the denominator unexpended
when comparing to experiments.
We have not done the calculation of the N3LO total unpolarized cross-section for the nd
elastic scattering process. The reason is that at this order there is a new three-body force
that we have not included in the calculation. This three body force gives zero contribution to
the Ay but is important in the calculation of the total cross section, which will be necessary
for higher order calculations of Ay (see [76] for a more detailed discussion).
The calculation of the same observable for the pd elastic scattering vs nd elastic scattering
is complicated by Coulomb interactions and by the necessity to include more three-body
counter-terms that are not necessary in the nd system. Calculations on pd system are
of interest because there is more experimental data for this system to compare to. The
qualitative agreement between the EFT{pi calculations for the nd system and the experimental
data for the pd system in Fig. 4.5 is encouraging. This figure shows that as expected the
Coulomb interactions are more important for forward angles, so to get the correct behavior
for these observables at forward angles it might be necessary to include the Coulomb effects
non-perturbatively.
4.4 Future Directions
From the theory point of view nuclear physics is the simplest when the number of nucleons is
fewer and the processes happen in the low-energy regime. So this seems to be a good starting
point in exploring nuclear forces, and the EFT{pi is specifically designed to deal with processes
like that. Given this, the next steps to advance our understanding of nuclear physics can
be: 1. to increase the accuracy of our predictions in the few-nucleon low-energy regime, 2.
to increase the number of particles involved in a process, 3. to consider the higher-energy
regimes.
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1. We can increase the accuracy of the predictions by just going into higher orders of the
EFT{pi. In fact our hope and conclusion is that the Ay-puzzle will be solved in the next few
orders of the EFT{pi, because at N4LO we will have new 3-body P -wave interactions entering
into the Lagrangian, which will probably give the missing contributions to the Ay.
Some of the difficulties with this direction are that in the higher orders the number of
diagrams increases excessively and the difficulty of both analytical and numerical calculations
increases too. Besides in higher orders we always get new interaction terms allowed by the
symmetries, which need to be fixed by implementing more and more experimental data into
the theory, losing the predictive power of the theory. For example for the Ay in particular we
might have to fix one of the new interactions to this observable at least at some scattering
energy and then the prediction of the theory will be perefect at that scattering energy, but
it will not really be a prediction, the theory will still be able to provide predictions for other
scattering energies.
2. Increasing the number of particles we can explore a wider range of processes involving
both short-range and long-range interactions and it should in principle allow us to predict
binding energies of the different nuclei. The difficulties in this direction are partly the same as
in previous point: it becomes numerically expensive to deal with a larger number of particles
and an analytical approach is even harder. We have started to look at the LO four-body
problem in EFT{pi and firstly we would like to know whether a four-body contact interaction
is needed at LO, as was the case with the three-body sector. To answer this question our
strategy is to disregard any -four-body interactions, calculate the four-body binding energy
numerically and check to see whether or not this binding energy has cutoff dependence. If
it does have a cutoff dependence then it will most definitely prove that a four-body contact
interaction will be necessary at LO so that the theory is properly renormalized, but if the
predictions are cutoff independent then there is no need for the four-body contact interaction
[84, 85, 86, 87, 88].
There is a special family of nuclei though called the halo-nuclei, which have a structure
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with a dense nuclear core with one or two nucleons on higher orbits. The EFT that is
constructed to describe these nuclei is called Halo EFT and has similar features to EFT{pi
[89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95].
3. As we go higher in energy, we will encounter particles that had been integrated out
before and we will have to include them into the theory as explicit degrees of freedom. The
first particles to come into the theory are the pions. The low-energy effective field theory
with pions is the χPT, which was created before the EFT{pi. The χPT allows one to do
calculations on the same processes that are calculated in the EFT{pi and many more, and
the applicability range of the χPT is wider. One of the difficulties of the χPT is its power
counting though; as opposed to the EFT{pi its power counting is not un-ambiguous.
And finally one shouldn’t lose the hope that QCD will eventually be solved in its non-
perturbative regime. That would ultimately give answers to all of our questions about nuclear
physics.
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Appendix A
Projections
To do the spin-angular momentum projections we use integrals proven in [96] and diagram-
matic approach to Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and 3nJ-symbols described in [97]. Here I
will give the integrals used, describe the diagrammatic approach and do a sample calculation
of one of the diagrams.
The integrals necessary are given in the following equations.
k2
3
ż
dΩk
ż
dΩpfpcos θqpY m
1
L
L1 ppˆqq˚Y mLL pkˆqY m11 pkˆqY m21 pkˆq
“ k2
ÿ
L2
ÿ
m2
c
L¯
L¯1
Cm1,m2,m
2
1,1,L2 C
mL,m
2,m1L
L,L2,L1 C
0,0,0
1,1,L2C
0,0,0
L,L2,L1
1
2
ż 1
´1
PL1pxqfpxqdx
(A.1)
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p2
3
ż
dΩk
ż
dΩpfpcos θqpY m
1
L
L1 ppˆqq˚Y mLL pkˆqY m11 ppˆqY m21 ppˆq
“ p2
ÿ
L2
ÿ
m2
c
L¯
L¯1
Cm1,m2,m
2
1,1,L2 C
mL,m
2,m1L
L,L2,L1 C
0,0,0
1,1,L2C
0,0,0
L,L2,L1
1
2
ż 1
´1
PLpxqfpxqdx
(A.2)
kp
3
ż
dΩk
ż
dΩpfpcos θqpY m
1
L
L1 ppˆqq˚Y mLL pkˆqY m11 pkˆqY m21 ppˆq
“ kp
ÿ
L2
ÿ
m2
c
L¯
L¯1
CmL,m1,m
2
L,1,L2 C
m2,m2,m1L
L2,1,L1 C
0,0,0
L,1,L2C
0,0,0
L2,1,L1
1
2
ż 1
´1
PL2pxqfpxqdx
(A.3)
where θ is the angle between kˆ and pˆ. These integrals arise when we have to project
expressions like fpcos θqkikj, fpcos θqpipj and fpcos θqkipj onto an angular-momentum state
basis. The vectors ~k and ~p are first represented as spherical vectors arriving at expressions
like the left hand sides of the previous equations, then the integrals are evaluated using these
equations. Usually for the function fpxq we have fpxq “ 1
a`x , which on the right hand side
gives (up to a sign) Legendre polynomials of the second kind.
In evaluating the spin-angular momentum projections we encounter large expressions
which are sums of products of many Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. The sums run over mag-
netic quantum numbers. We simplify these expressions by reducing them into products of
6J- and 9J- symbols which are independent of magnetic quantum numbers. In general the
3nJ-symbols arise when one has to combine more than two angular momenta together to
form a total angular momentum of a system. The diagrammatic approach we use is described
below. I give identities from [97] which are the most relevant to our calculations.
A Clebsch-Gordan coefficient is drawn as an arrow:
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Cm1,m2,m3J1,J2,J3 “
m2
m1
m3
(A.4)
On the arrow we only put the magnetic quantum numbers, keeping in mind that it
is actually a function of six variables: the magnetic quantum numbers and the angular
momentum J-values.
With this notation the symmetry properties of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients can be ex-
pressed as:
m1
m2
m3
“ p´1qJ1`m1p J¯3
J¯2
q 12
m3
´m1
m2
“ p´1qJ2´m2p J¯3
J¯1
q 12
´m2
m3
m1
“ p´1qJ1`J2´J3
´m1
´m2
´m3
“ p´1qJ1`J2´J3
m2
m1
m3
(A.5)
where J¯ “ 2J ` 1.
The orthogonality and completeness relations are written as:
ÿ
m1,m2
m1
m2
m3
m1
m2
m13
“ δJ3,J 13δm3,m13 (A.6)
and
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ÿ
J3,m3
m1
m2
m3
m11
m12
m3
“ δm1,m11δm2,m12 (A.7)
In the last two equations it is to be understood that the first two J-values in the two arrows
are the same.
In our expressions with Clebsch-Gordan coefficients we have each magnetic quantum
number appearing either once or twice. If it appears once then it is a free index and the
final expression is going to depend on it. If it appears twice, then it is on two different
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, the J- values corresponding to the two places where it appears
are always the same (otherwise the expression would not make sense), and it is understood
that there is a sum going over that magnetic quantum number. If we have two arrows, which
have two coinciding magnetic quantum numbers, meaning there is a sum over it, then we
can draw these arrows intersecting or touching at that magnetic quantum number. With
this new notation the 6J-symbols are defined by:
pJ¯6J¯4J¯5J¯6q 12 p´1qJ1`J3`J4`J5
"
J1 J2 J4
J3 J6 J5
*
“
m3
m4
m6
m1
m5
m2
(A.8)
Using the properties of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and the 6J-symbols the following
equations can be derived:
m3
m4
m6
m1
m5
m7
m2
“ pJ¯4J¯5q 12 p´1qJ1`J3`J4`J5
"
J1 J2 J4
J3 J6 J5
*
δJ6,J7δm6,m7 (A.9)
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and
m3
m4
m6
m1
m5
m2
“ pJ¯4J¯5q 12 p´1qJ1`J3`J4`J5
"
J1 J2 J4
J3 J6 J5
*
m1
m5
m6
(A.10)
Using same notation a 9J-symbol is defined by the following equation:
$&%J1 J2 J3J4 J5 J6
J7 J8 J9
,.- “ pJ¯3J¯6J¯9J¯7J¯8J¯9q´ 12
m1 m2 m3
m4
m5 m6
m9m7 m8
(A.11)
And the following identities can be proven:
m1 m2 m3
m4
m5 m6
m9m7 m8
m19
“ pJ¯8J¯6J¯7J¯3q 12
$&%J1 J2 J3J4 J5 J6
J7 J8 J9
,.- δJ9,J 19δm9,m19 (A.12)
and
m1 m2 m3
m4
m5 m6
m9m7 m8
“ pJ¯8J¯6J¯7J¯3q 12
$&%J1 J2 J3J4 J5 J6
J7 J8 J9
,.-
m3
m6
m9
(A.13)
As an example let’s calculate the projections of a term in the two-body P -wave loop
Feynman diagram derived above:
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64t “
"
Z2pC3P12 ` 2C3P22 q ` ApC3P02 ´ C3P12 ` 23C
3P2
2 q
*
σkσiσjσk
` BpC3P02 ´ C3P12 ` 23C
3P2
2 qkkklσkσiσjσl
` CpC3P02 ´ C3P12 ` 23C
3P2
2 qpkplσkσiσjσl
`
"
Dp2C3P22 ´ C3P12 q ` EpC3P02 ´ 43C
3P2
2 q
*
klpkσkσiσjσl
`
"
Ep2C3P22 ´ C3P12 q `DpC3P02 ´ 43C
3P2
2 q
*
kkplσkσiσjσl
` Z2C1P12 σiσj (A.14)
The notation used in what follows is that all the not-primed variables correspond to ini-
tial states, all the primed variables correspond to final states,
J stands for total angular momentum and M its projection,
L stands for orbital angular momentum and mL its projection
S stands for total spin and mS its projection
mN stands for nucleon spin projection
md stands for deuteron spin projection
Let’s take the term proportional to kkpl. This needs to be projected onto a total angular
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momentum state basis, so we have:
Pkl “ xJ 1,M 1| fpcos θqkkplσkσiσjσl |J,My
“ CmL,mS ,ML,S,J Cm
1
L,m
1
S ,M
1
L1,S1,J 1
@
L1,m
1
L
∣∣ fpcos θqkkpl |L,mLy xS 1,m1S|σkσiσjσl |S,mSy
“ CmL,mS ,ML,S,J CmL,m
1
S ,M
1
L1,S1,J 1 C
mN ,md,mS
1
2
,1,S
C
m1N ,m1d,m1S
1
2
,1,S
@
L1,m
1
L
∣∣ fpcos θqkkpl |L,mLyB1
2
,m1N
∣∣∣∣σkσiσjσl ∣∣∣∣12 ,mN
F

˚m1d
d 
md
d
(A.15)
In here the first equation is just a notation, the second and third equations come from the
definition of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. mdd and 
˚m1d
d are the initial and final deuteron
polarizations. The indices j and i are contracted with initial and final deuteron polariza-
tion projections, so going to spherical indices we can do the substitution σjmdd “ σmd and
σi
˚m1d
d “ p´1qm1dσ´m1d , the minus signs come from the complex conjugation on ˚m
1
d
d .
Pkl “ p´1qm1dCmL,mS ,ML,S,J Cm
1
L,m
1
S ,M
1
L1,S1,J 1 C
mN ,md,mS
1
2
,1,S
C
m1N ,m1d,m1S
1
2
,1,S
@
L1,m
1
L
∣∣ fpcos θqkkpl |L,mLyB1
2
,m1N
∣∣∣∣σkσ´m1dσmdσl ∣∣∣∣12 ,mN
F
(A.16)
We can also switch to spherical indices for k and l doing the substitutions:
kkσk “ p´1qmk 1?
3
kY ´mk1 pkˆqσmk (A.17)
and
plσl “ p´1qml 1?
3
pY ml1 ppˆqσ´ml . (A.18)
The placement of the minus sign on the Pauli matrix or the spherical harmonic is un-
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important; the equations are true in both ways. With these substitutions we get:
Pkl “ p´1qm1d`mk`mlCmL,mS ,ML,S,J Cm
1
L,m
1
S ,M
1
L1,S1,J 1 C
mN ,md,mS
1
2
,1,S
C
m1N ,m1d,m1S
1
2
,1,S
1
3
kp
@
L1,m
1
L
∣∣ fpcos θqY ´mk1 pkˆqY ml1 ppˆq |L,mLyB12 ,m1N
∣∣∣∣σmkσ´m1dσmdσ´ml ∣∣∣∣12 ,mN
F
(A.19)
Here we recognize the first matrix element on the second line as the Eq. (A.3). Doing the
substitution we find:
Pkl “ p´1qm1d`mk`mlCmL,mS ,ML,S,J Cm
1
L,m
1
S ,M
1
L1,S1,J 1 C
mN ,md,mS
1
2
,1,S
C
m1N ,m1d,m1S
1
2
,1,S
kp
ÿ
L2
c
L¯
L¯1
CmL,´mk,m
2
L,1,L2 C
m2,ml,m1L
L2,1,L1 C
0,0,0
L,1,L2C
0,0,0
L2,1,L1
1
2
ż 1
´1
PL2pxqfpxqdx
B
1
2
,m1N
∣∣∣∣σmkσ´m1dσmdσ´ml ∣∣∣∣12 ,mN
F
(A.20)
The summation overm2 is understood as are summations over other magnetic quantum num-
bers. After rearranging the terms in previous equation and denoting 1
2
ş1
´1 PL2pxqfpxqdx “
Q˜L2 we have:
Pkl “ kp
ÿ
L2
Q˜L2
c
L¯
L¯1
C0,0,0L,1,L2C
0,0,0
L2,1,L1
p´1qm1d`mk`mlCmL,mS ,ML,S,J Cm
1
L,m
1
S ,M
1
L1,S1,J 1 C
mN ,md,mS
1
2
,1,S
C
m1N ,m1d,m1S
1
2
,1,S
CmL,´mk,m
2
L,1,L2 C
m2,ml,m1L
L2,1,L1B
1
2
,m1N
∣∣∣∣σmkσ´m1dσmdσ´ml ∣∣∣∣12 ,mN
F
(A.21)
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Now we can insert complete set of states
∣∣1
2
,mp1q
D @
1
2
,mp1q
∣∣, ∣∣1
2
,mp2q
D @
1
2
,mp2q
∣∣, ∣∣1
2
,mp3q
D @
1
2
,mp3q
∣∣
between the Pauli matrices and using the fact that
@
1
2
,m1
∣∣σm ∣∣1
2
,m2
D “ ?3Cm2,m,m11
2
,1, 1
2
, which
is proven using the Wigner-Eckart Theorem [98], we find:
Pkl “ 9kp
ÿ
L2
Q˜L2
c
L¯
L¯1
C0,0,0L,1,L2C
0,0,0
L2,1,L1
p´1qm1d`mk`mlCmL,mS ,ML,S,J Cm
1
L,m
1
S ,M
1
L1,S1,J 1 C
mN ,md,mS
1
2
,1,S
C
m1N ,m1d,m1S
1
2
,1,S
CmL,´mk,m
2
L,1,L2 C
m2,ml,m1L
L2,1,L1
C
mp1q,mk,m1N
1
2
,1, 1
2
C
mp2q,´m1d,mp1q
1
2
,1, 1
2
Cm
p3q,md,mp2q
1
2
,1, 1
2
CmN ,´ml,m
p3q
1
2
,1, 1
2
(A.22)
As I described above we found an expression which is a sum of products of Clebsch-Gordan
coefficients and the sum runs over all of the magnetic quantum numbers except M and
M 1. To proceed from here it is convenient to start using the diagrammatic notation for
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients.
Pkl “ 9kp
ÿ
L2
Q˜L2
c
L¯
L¯1
C0,0,0L,1,L2C
0,0,0
L2,1,L1
p´1qm1d`mk`ml
mS
mL
M
m1S
m1L
M 1
md
mN
mS
m1d
m1N
m1S
´mk
mL
m2
ml
m2
m1L
mk
mp1q
m1N
´m1d
mp2q
mp1q
md
mp3q
mp2q
´ml
mN
mp3q
(A.23)
Now we can use Eq. (A.5) to make the signs of all the magnetic quantum numbers to be the
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same in our expression:
Pkl “ 9kp
ÿ
L2
Q˜L2
c
L¯
L¯1
C0,0,0L,1,L2C
0,0,0
L2,1,L1
p´1qm1d`mk`ml
mS
mL
M
m1S
m1L
M 1
md
mN
mS
m1d
m1N
m1S
m2
mk
mL
ˆ
L¯2
L¯
˙ 1
2
p´1q1´mk
ml
m2
m1L
mk
mp1q
m1N
mp1q
m1d
mp2q
p´1q1´m1d
md
mp3q
mp2q
mp3q
ml
mN
p´1q1´ml
“ ´9kp
ÿ
L2
Q˜L2
c
L¯2
L¯1
C0,0,0L,1,L2C
0,0,0
L2,1,L1
mS
mL
M
m1S
m1L
M 1
md
mN
mS
m1d
m1N
m1S
m2
mk
mL
ml
m2
m1L
mk
mp1q
m1N
mp1q
m1d
mp2q
md
mp3q
mp2q
mp3q
ml
mN
(A.24)
Now again using Eq. (A.5) to change the order of the first two entries in two of the arrows
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and rearranging the terms we find:
Pkl “ ´9kp
ÿ
L2
Q˜L2
c
L¯2
L¯1
C0,0,0L,1,L2C
0,0,0
L2,1,L1
mS
mL
M
m1S
m1L
M 1
m2
mk
mL
ml
m2
m1L
mk
mp1q
m1N
m1d
mp1q
mp2q
m1d
m1N
m1S
md
mp3q
mp2q
ml
mp3q
mN
md
mN
mS
(A.25)
Now we see that the last six arrows fall into patterns as in Eq. (A.10):
Pkl “ ´9kp
ÿ
L2
Q˜L2
c
L¯2
L¯1
C0,0,0L,1,L2C
0,0,0
L2,1,L1
mS
mL
M
m1S
m1L
M 1
m2
mk
mL
ml
m2
m1L
m1d
m1N
m1S
mk
mp2q
mp1q md
mN
mS
ml
mp2q
mp3q
“ ´36kp
ÿ
L2
Q˜L2
c
L¯2
L¯1
C0,0,0L,1,L2C
0,0,0
L2,1,L1
#
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1
2
+#
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1 1
2
+
mS
mL
M
m1S
m1L
M 1
m2
mk
mL
ml
m2
m1L
ml
mp2q
mS
mk
mp2q
m1S
(A.26)
And on the last step we change the order of the first two entries on the first, second and
fourth arrows using Eq. (A.5), and see that the remaining six arrows fall into the pattern of
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the Eq. (A.12) giving the final expression:
Pkl “ ´36kp
ÿ
L2
Q˜L2
c
L¯2
L¯1
C0,0,0L,1,L2C
0,0,0
L2,1,L1
"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1
2
*"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1 1
2
*
mS
mL
M
m1S
m1L
M 1
m2
mk
mL
ml
m2
m1L
ml
mp2q
mS
mk
mp2q
m1S
“ ´36kp
ÿ
L2
p´1qS`L´Jp´1qS1`L1´J 1p´1qL2`1´L1Q˜L2
c
L¯2
L¯1
C0,0,0L,1,L2C
0,0,0
L2,1,L1
"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1
2
*"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1 1
2
*
mL
mS
M
m1L
m1S
M 1
m2
mk
mL
m2
ml
m1L
ml
mp2q
mS
mk
mp2q
m1S
“ 36kp
ÿ
L2
p´1qS`S1`L`L2´J´J 1Q˜L2
c
L¯2
L¯1
C0,0,0L,1,L2C
0,0,0
L2,1,L1
"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1
2
*"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1 1
2
* m2 mk mL
ml
mp2q mS
M 1m1L m
1
S
M
“ 36kp
ÿ
L2
p´1qS`S1`L`L2´2JQ˜L2
a
L¯2L¯S¯S¯ 1C0,0,0L,1,L2C
0,0,0
L2,1,L1
"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1
2
*"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1 1
2
*$&%L
2 1 L
1 1
2
S
L1 S 1 J
,.- δJ,J 1δM,M 1
(A.27)
which coincides with Eq. (A.29), from which some parts are suppressed because they are
common in all the terms. The Kronecker deltas in the final answer confirm that the operators
we had preserve the total angular momentum and its projection. We see that in the final
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expression we have none of the magnetic quantum numbers, those are “integrated over” and
the answers depends only on the angular momenta.
A.1 Two-body P -wave contributions to nd scattering, one-loop diagram: Pro-
jections
Here I give the results of projecting all the terms in Eq. (3.24), which are calculated using the
techniques described in this Appendix. Once these answers are combined with the orbital
angular-momentum projections the answer needs to be summed over L2. In general in all
the answers that I give in this Appendix, all the angular momenta that are not S, S 1, L, L1
and J are to be summed over.
A.1.1 Deuteron to Deuteron Projections Spin
δkl -term:
“ 36δSS1δLL1
"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1 1
2
*"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1
2
*
(A.28)
kkpl -term:
“ 36p´1qS`S1`L`L2´2JC000L1L2C000L21L1pL¯L¯2S¯S¯ 1q 12
"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1 1
2
*"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1
2
*$&%L
2 1 L1
1 1
2
S 1
L S J
,.-
(A.29)
klpk -term:
“ 36p´1qS`S1`L`L2´2JC000L1L2C000L21L1pL¯L¯2S¯S¯ 1q 12
"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1 1
2
*"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1
2
*"
1
2
1 S 1
L1 J L2
*"
L 1 L2
1
2
J S
*
(A.30)
klkk -term:
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“ 36p´1q 32`2S1`L`L2´JC00011L2C000LL2L1pL¯L¯2S¯S¯ 1q 12
"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1 1
2
*"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1
2
*"
L2 1 1
1
2
S S1
*"
S 1 L2 S
L J L1
*
(A.31)
1P1-term:
“ 3δS 1
2
δS1 1
2
δLL1 (A.32)
A.1.2 Singlet to Deuteron Projections Spin
δkl -term:
“ 6?3δS1 1
2
δLL1
"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1 1
2
*
(A.33)
kkpl -term:
“ 6?3p´1q 12`S1`L`L2´2JC000L1L2C000L21L1pL¯L¯2S¯S¯ 1q 12
"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1 1
2
*$&%L
2 1 L1
1 1
2
S 1
L 1
2
J
,.- (A.34)
klpk -term:
“ 6?3p´1q 12`S1`L`L2´2JC000L1L2C000L21L1pL¯L¯2S¯S¯ 1q 12
"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1 1
2
*"
1
2
1 S 1
L1 J L2
*"
L 1 L2
1
2
J 1
2
*
(A.35)
klkk -term:
“ 6?3p´1q 32`2S1`L`L2´JC00011L2C000LL2L1pL¯L¯2S¯S¯ 1q 12
"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1 1
2
*"
L2 1 1
1
2
1
2
S 1
*"
S 1 L2 1
2
L J L1
*
(A.36)
1P1-term:
“ ?3δS1 1
2
δLL1 (A.37)
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A.1.3 Deuteron to Singlet Projections Spin
δkl -term:
“ 6?3δS 1
2
δLL1
"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1
2
*
(A.38)
kkpl -term:
“ 6?3p´1q 12`S`L`L2´2JC000L1L2C000L21L1pL¯L¯2S¯S¯ 1q 12
"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1
2
*$&%L
2 1 L1
1 1
2
1
2
L S J
,.- (A.39)
klpk -term:
“ 6?3p´1q 12`S`L`L2´2JC000L1L2C000L21L1pL¯L¯2S¯S¯ 1q 12
"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1
2
*"
1
2
1 1
2
L1 J L2
*"
L 1 L2
1
2
J S
*
(A.40)
klkk -term:
“ 6?3p´1q 12`L`L2´JC00011L2C000LL2L1pL¯L¯2S¯S¯ 1q 12
"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1
2
*"
L2 1 1
1
2
S 1
2
*"
S 1 L2 S
L J L1
*
(A.41)
1P1-term:
“ ?3δS 1
2
δLL1 (A.42)
A.1.4 Singlet to Singlet Projections Spin
δkl -term:
“ 3δLL1 (A.43)
kkpl -term:
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“ 3p´1q1`L`L2´2JC000L1L2C000L21L1pL¯L¯2S¯S¯ 1q 12
$&%L
2 1 L1
1 1
2
1
2
L 1
2
J
,.- (A.44)
klpk -term:
“ 3p´1q1`L`L2´2JC000L1L2C000L21L1pL¯L¯2S¯S¯ 1q 12
"
1
2
1 1
2
L1 J L2
*"
L 1 L2
1
2
J 1
2
*
(A.45)
klkk -term:
“ 3p´1q 12`L`L2´JC00011L2C000LL2L1pL¯L¯2S¯S¯ 1q 12
"
L2 1 1
1
2
1
2
1
2
*"
S 1 L2 1
2
L J L1
*
(A.46)
1P1-term:
“ δLL1 (A.47)
A.1.5 Isospin Projections
Deuteron to Deuteron 3PJ -terms: 3
Deuteron to Deuteron 1P1 -terms: 1
Singlet to Deuteron 3PJ -terms: ´
?
3
Singlet to Deuteron 1P1 -terms:
?
3
Deuteron to Singlet 3PJ -terms: ´
?
3
Deuteron to Singlet 1P1 -terms:
?
3
Singlet to Singlet 3PJ -terms: 1
Singlet to Singlet 1P1 -terms: 3
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A.2 Magnetic photon exchange contributions to nd scattering, one-loop vertex-
photon diagram: Projections
Here I give the results of projecting all the terms in the diagram in Fig. A.1. The Lagrangian
that describes the photon vertices are given in Appendix C.
Figure A.1: Magnetic photon exchange on the vertex.
A.2.1 Deuteron to Deuteron Projections Spin
δkl -term:
“ 36δSS1δLL1
"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1
2
*"
1 1
2
1
2
1 1
2
1
2
*
(A.48)
kkpl -term:
“ 36p´1q1`L`S´S1`L2`2J4´2JC000L1L2C000L21L1 J¯4J¯6pL¯L¯2S¯S¯ 1q 12
ˆ
"
1 1
2
1
2
1 J4
1
2
*"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S J4
*"
1 1
2
1
2
1 J6 S
1
*"
1 1
2
J4
1 S J6
*"
L 1 L2
J6 J S
*"
L2 1 L1
S 1 J J6
*
(A.49)
klpk -term:
“ 36p´1q1´L`L2´S`S1`2J4`2J6C000L1L2C000L21L1 J¯4J¯6pL¯L¯2S¯S¯ 1q 12
ˆ
"
1 1
2
1
2
1 J4
1
2
*"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S J4
*"
1 1
2
1
2
1 J6 S
1
*"
1 1
2
J4
1 S J6
*$&%J6 1 S
1
1 L2 L1
S L J
,.- (A.50)
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klkk -term:
“ 36p´1q1`2S1`S´JC00011L2C000LL2L1 J¯4pL¯L¯2S¯S¯ 1q 12
ˆ
"
1 1
2
1
2
1 J4
1
2
*"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S J4
*"
1 1 L2
1
2
J4
1
2
*"
1 1
2
S 1
L2 S J4
*"
S 1 L2 S
L J L1
*
(A.51)
A.2.2 Singlet to Deuteron Projections Spin
δkl -term:
“ 3δS1 1
2
δS 1
2
δLL1 (A.52)
kkpl -term:
“ 6?6p´1q 32`3S1`L`L2C000L1L2C000L21L1 J¯4pL¯L¯2S¯ 1q 12
"
1 1
2
1
2
1 J4
1
2
*"
1 1
2
1
2
1 J4 S
1
*"
L2 1 L
1
2
J J4
*"
L2 1 L1
S 1 J J4
*
(A.53)
klpk -term:
“ 12?3p´1q 12`S1´L`L2C000L1L2C000L21L1 J¯4pL¯L¯2q 12
"
1 1
2
1
2
1 J4
1
2
*"
1 1
2
1
2
1 J4 S
1
*$&%J4 1 S
1
1 L2 L1
1
2
L J
,.-
(A.54)
klkk -term:
“ 6?6p´1q1`L`J4´JC00011L2C000LL2L1 J¯4pL¯L¯2S¯ 1q 12
"
1 1
2
1
2
1 J4
1
2
*"
1 1
2
1
2
1 J4 S
1
*"
1 1 L2
S 1 1
2
J4
*"
L L2 L1
S 1 J 1
2
*
(A.55)
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A.2.3 Deuteron to Singlet Projections Spin
δkl -term:
“ 6?3δS 1
2
δLL1
"
1 1
2
1
2
1 1
2
1
2
*
(A.56)
kkpl -term:
“ 6?3p´1q 12`S`L`L2´2JC000L1L2C000L21L1pL¯L¯2S¯S¯ 1q 12
"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1
2
*"
1
2
1 1
2
L1 J L2
*"
L 1 L2
1
2
J S
*
(A.57)
klpk -term:
“ 6?3p´1q 12`S`L`L2´2JC000L1L2C000L21L1pL¯L¯2S¯S¯ 1q 12
"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1
2
*$&%L
2 1 L1
1 1
2
1
2
L S J
,.- (A.58)
klkk -term:
“ 6?3p´1q 12`L`L2´JC00011L2C000LL2L1pL¯L¯2S¯S¯ 1q 12
"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1
2
*"
L2 1 1
1
2
S 1
2
*"
S 1 L2 S
L J L1
*
(A.59)
A.2.4 Singlet to Singlet Projections Spin
δkl -term:
“ 3δLL1 (A.60)
kkpl -term:
“ 3p´1q1`L`L2´2JC000L1L2C000L21L1pL¯L¯2S¯S¯ 1q 12
$&%L
2 1 L1
1 1
2
1
2
L 1
2
J
,.- (A.61)
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klpk -term:
“ 3p´1q1`L`L2´2JC000L1L2C000L21L1pL¯L¯2S¯S¯ 1q 12
"
1
2
1 1
2
L1 J L2
*"
L 1 L2
1
2
J 1
2
*
(A.62)
klkk -term:
“ 3p´1q 12`L`L2´JC00011L2C000LL2L1pL¯L¯2S¯S¯ 1q 12
"
L2 1 1
1
2
1
2
1
2
*"
S 1 L2 1
2
L J L1
*
(A.63)
A.2.5 Isospin Projections
Deuteron to Deuteron: κ20 ´ κ21
Singlet to Deuteron:
?
3κ20 ` 1?3κ21 ´ 4?3κ0κ1
Deuteron to Singlet:
?
3pκ20 ´ κ21q
Singlet to Singlet: ´κ20 ´ 13κ21 ` 43κ0κ1
A.3 Magnetic photon exchange contributions to nd scattering, one-loop bub-
ble diagram: Projections
Here I give the results of projecting all the terms in the diagram in Fig. A.2. The Lagrangian
that describes the photon vertices are given in Appendix C.
Figure A.2: Magnetic photon exchange on the bubble.
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A.3.1 Deuteron to Deuteron Projections Spin
δkl -term:
“ 12p´1qSδSS1δLL1
"
1
2
1 1
2
1 S 1
*
(A.64)
kkpl -term:
“ 12p´1q1`2S1`L1´L´J`J1C000L1L2C000L21L1 J¯1pL¯L¯2S¯S¯ 1q 12
ˆ
"
L1 1 L2
1
2
J1
1
2
*"
1 1
2
S 1
L1 J J1
*$&%1
1
2
S
1 L2 L
1 J1 J
,.- (A.65)
klpk -term:
“ 12p´1q 12`S1`L1´L´J´J1C000L1L2C000L21L1 J¯1pL¯L¯2S¯S¯ 1q 12
ˆ
"
L2 1 L1
1 J1 1
*"
1
2
1 S 1
L1 J J1
*$&%
1
2
1 S
1 L2 L
1
2
J1 J
,.- (A.66)
klkk -term:
“ 12p´1q 12`2S1`S`L`L1`2J1C00011L2C000LL2L1 J¯1pL¯2L¯1S¯S¯ 1q 12
ˆ
"
L2 1 1
1
2
J1
1
2
*"
1 1 1
1
2
S J1
*"
1 1
2
S 1
L2 S J1
*"
S 1 L2 S
L J L1
*
(A.67)
A.3.2 Singlet to Deuteron Projections Spin
δkl -term:
“ 2?3δS1 1
2
δLL1 (A.68)
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kkpl -term:
“ 2?6p´1qC000L1L2C000L21L1pL¯L¯2S¯ 1q 12
$&%
1
2
1 S 1
1 L2 L1
S L J
,.- (A.69)
klpk -term:
“ 2?6p´1qS1`L`L2´2JC000L1L2C000L21L1pL¯L¯2S¯ 1q 12
"
L1 1 L2
1
2
J S1
*"
L 1 L2
1
2
J 1
2
*
(A.70)
klkk -term:
“ 2?6p´1q1`S`2S1`L`L2´JC00011L2C000LL2L1pL¯L¯2S¯ 1q 12
"
L2 1 1
1
2
1
2
S 1
*"
S 1 L2 1
2
L J L1
*
(A.71)
A.3.3 Deuteron to Singlet Projections Spin
δkl -term:
“ 2?3δS 1
2
δLL1 (A.72)
kkpl -term:
“ 2?6p´1q 12`S`L`L2´2JC000L1L2C000L21L1pL¯1L¯2S¯q 12
"
L2 1 L1
1
2
J 1
2
*"
L 1 L2
1
2
J S
*
(A.73)
klpk -term:
“ 2?6p´1q 12´S´L`L2C000L1L2C000L21L1pL¯L¯2S¯q 12
$&%
1
2
1 1
2
1 L2 L1
S L J
,.- (A.74)
klkk -term:
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“ 2?6p´1q 32`SC00011L2C000LL2L1pL¯L¯2S¯q 12
"
1 1 L2
1
2
S 1
2
*"
L L2 L1
1
2
J S
*
(A.75)
A.3.4 Singlet to Singlet Projections Spin
0
A.3.5 Isospin Projections
Deuteron to Deuteron: 2pκ20 ´ κ0κ1q
Singlet to Deuteron: 2?
3
κ21 ´ 2?3κ0κ1
Deuteron to Singlet: 2?
3
κ21 ´ 2?3κ0κ1
Singlet to Singlet: 2κ20 ´ 43κ21 ´ 23κ0κ1
A.4 Magnetic photon exchange contributions to nd scattering, one-loop non-
planar diagram: Projections
Here I give the results of projecting all the terms in the diagram in Fig. A.3. The Lagrangian
that describes the photon vertices are given in Appendix C.
Figure A.3: Magnetic photon exchange non-planar diagram.
A.4.1 Deuteron to Deuteron Projections Spin
δkl -term:
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“ ´36δSS1δLL1
$&%
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
1 1
2
1 1
2
S
,.- (A.76)
kkpl -term:
“ 36p´1qL2´L´S´S1C000L1L2C000L21L1 J¯1pL¯1L¯2S¯S¯ 1q 12
ˆ
"
1 1
2
1
2
1 J1
1
2
*"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S J1
*"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1 J1
*$&%J1 1 S
1
1 L2 L1
S L J
,.- (A.77)
klpk -term:
“ 36p´1q2J1`L`L1`L2`S´JC000L1L2C000L21L1 J¯1pL¯1L¯2S¯S¯ 1q 12
ˆ
"
1 1
2
1
2
1 J1
1
2
*"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S J1
*"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1 J1
*"
L 1 L2
J1 J S
*"
L1 1 L2
J1 J S
1
*
(A.78)
klkk -term:
“ 36p´1qJ1`L`L2`2S1C00011L2C000LL2L1 J¯1pL¯1L¯2S¯S¯ 1q 12
ˆ
"
1 1
2
1
2
1 J1
1
2
*"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S J1
*"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1 J1
*"
J1 1 S
1
L2 S 1
*"
L L2 L1
S 1 J S
*
(A.79)
A.4.2 Singlet to Deuteron Projections Spin
δkl -term:
“ 6?3δS1 1
2
δLL1
"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1 1
2
*
(A.80)
kkpl -term:
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“ 6?3p´1q 12`S1`L`L2´2JC000L1L2C000L21L1pL¯L¯2S¯S¯ 1q 12
"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1 1
2
*$&%L
2 1 L1
1 1
2
S 1
L 1
2
J
,.- (A.81)
klpk -term:
“ 6?3p´1q 12`S1`L`L2´2JC000L1L2C000L21L1pL¯L¯2S¯S¯ 1q 12
"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1 1
2
*"
1
2
1 S 1
L1 J L2
*"
L 1 L2
1
2
J 1
2
*
(A.82)
klkk -term:
“ 6?3p´1q 32`2S1`L`L2´JC00011L2C000LL2L1pL¯L¯2S¯S¯ 1q 12
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1 1
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1
2
1 S 1 1
2
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L2 1 1
1
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1
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S 1
*"
S 1 L2 1
2
L J L1
*
(A.83)
A.4.3 Deuteron to Singlet Projections Spin
δkl -term:
“ 6?3δS 1
2
δLL1
"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1
2
*
(A.84)
kkpl -term:
“ 6?3p´1q 12`S`L`L2´2JC000L1L2C000L21L1pL¯L¯2S¯S¯ 1q 12
"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1
2
*$&%L
2 1 L1
1 1
2
1
2
L S J
,.- (A.85)
klpk -term:
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“ 6?3p´1q 12`S`L`L2´2JC000L1L2C000L21L1pL¯L¯2S¯S¯ 1q 12
"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1
2
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1
2
1 1
2
L1 J L2
*"
L 1 L2
1
2
J S
*
(A.86)
klkk -term:
“ 6?3p´1q 12`L`L2´JC00011L2C000LL2L1pL¯L¯2S¯S¯ 1q 12
"
1 1
2
1
2
1 S 1
2
*"
L2 1 1
1
2
S 1
2
*"
S 1 L2 S
L J L1
*
(A.87)
A.4.4 Singlet to Singlet Projections Spin
δkl -term:
“ 3δLL1 (A.88)
kkpl -term:
“ 3p´1q1`L`L2´2JC000L1L2C000L21L1pL¯L¯2S¯S¯ 1q 12
$&%L
2 1 L1
1 1
2
1
2
L 1
2
J
,.- (A.89)
klpk -term:
“ 3p´1q1`L`L2´2JC000L1L2C000L21L1pL¯L¯2S¯S¯ 1q 12
"
1
2
1 1
2
L1 J L2
*"
L 1 L2
1
2
J 1
2
*
(A.90)
klkk -term:
“ 3p´1q 12`L`L2´JC00011L2C000LL2L1pL¯L¯2S¯S¯ 1q 12
"
L2 1 1
1
2
1
2
1
2
*"
S 1 L2 1
2
L J L1
*
(A.91)
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A.4.5 Isospin Projections
Deuteron to Deuteron: pκ0 ´ κ1q2
Singlet to Deuteron:
?
3κ20 ´ 1?3κ21 ´ 2?3κ0κ1
Deuteron to Singlet:
?
3κ20 ´ 1?3κ21 ´ 2?3κ0κ1
Singlet to Singlet: ´κ20 ` 53κ21 ´ 23κ0κ1
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Appendix B
Integral equations
B.1 Analytical methods
In this section I will formulate some important facts about a class of integral equations and
give some proofs or proof sketches of these facts [99, 100]. I will also give some discussion
of the numerical methods used. The following form for linear integral equations is called
Fredholm integral equation of the second kind:
yppq “ fppq `
ż b
a
Kpp, qqypqqdq (B.1)
where fppq and Kpp, qq are known functions and this is an equation for the unknown function
yppq. Kpp, qq is called the kernel of the equation. All the functions and the integral are defined
on a finite interval pa, bq. The theory of this integral equation is very similar to the theory
of linear algebraic equations. To understand the analogy and to derive theorems about this
equations let’s break the interval pa, bq into n pieces of equal length and approximate the
integral by a sum. Denoting:
∆q “ b´ a
n
(B.2)
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pi “ a` ib´ a
n
(B.3)
qj “ a` j b´ a
n
(B.4)
we find from the original equation the following equations:
yppiq “ fppiq `
ÿ
j
Kppi, qjqypqjq∆q, 0 ď i ď n (B.5)
With further notations: yppiq “ yi, fppiq “ fi and Kppi, qjq∆q “ Kij we arrive at a system
of linear algebraic equations:
yi “ fi `
ÿ
j
Kijyj, 0 ď i, j ď n (B.6)
which can be put into the following form:ÿ
j
pδij ´Kijqyj “ fi (B.7)
Now the analogy between the theory of linear integral equations and the theory of linear
algebraic equations becomes obvious. The theorems about linear algebraic equations serve
as a motivation to formulate analogous theorems about integral equations. All the theorems
about linear algebraic equations involve the concept of matrices and determinants, hence our
purpose will be to formulate these theorems without using determinants so that they can be
generalized to integral equations.
First of all we know that if the determinant of the matrix pδij´Kijq is non-zero then this
system of equations has a unique solution for arbitrary numbers fi. But if this determinant
is zero then our system of linear equations has at least one non-trivial solution if fi “ 0 for
all i. So we can formulate the following “determinant-free” statements:
Statement 1:
Either a system of linear algebraic equations has a unique solution for arbitrary inho-
mogeneous parts or the corresponding homogeneous system of equations has at least one
non-trivial solution.
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Statement 2: If for a given system of algebraic equations the first part of statement 1 is
true then the first part of the statement 1 is also true for the transposed system of equations.
Using the quantum mechanical notation for vectors the system of linear equations can
be put in the following form:
M |yy “ |fy (B.8)
where M is the matrix given by pδij ´Kijq.
Now let’s assume that the second part of the statement 1 is true for this system of
equations, hence it is also true for the transposed system of equations. In this case one can
ask the question: for which values of fi does the system of equations still have a solution?
To answer this question let’s denote a solution of the transposed homogeneous equation by
|zy. Then the following is true:
MT |zy “ xz|M “ 0 (B.9)
so we can contract the equation (B.8) with the dual vector xz|:
xz|M |yy “ xz|fy (B.10)
but the left hand side of this equation is zero by the definition of xz|, so we have:
xz|fy “ 0 (B.11)
So we derived that a necessary condition for an inhomogeneous system of linear algebraic
equations that satisfies the second part of the statement 1 to have a solution is that the
vector f be perpendicular to all of the solutions of the transposed homogeneous system of
equations. With linear algebra it can be shown that this is also a sufficient condition, so we
have the third statement:
Statement 3:
Given a system of inhomogeneous linear algebraic equations, for which the second part of
the statement 1 is true, it will have a solution if and only if
ř
i fizi “ 0 for all the solutions
zi of the transposed homogeneous of the original system of the equations.
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Note that in this case the solution to the inhomogeneous system of equations is not
unique because adding any solution of the homogeneous system of equations to a solution of
the inhomogeneous system of equations we can find new solutions.
Having these three statements in hand we can try to formulate corresponding theorems
for integral equations:
Theorem 1: Given a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind it will either have
a unique solution for any inhomogeneous part, or the corresponding homogeneous equation
has at least one solution.
Theorem 2: For a given Fredholm integral equation of the second kind for which the
first part of the statement 1 is true, the first part of the statement will also be true for the
transposed equation.
Theorem 3: For a given Fredholm integral equation of the second kind for which the
second part of the statement 1 is true, it will have a solution if and only ifż
fpqqzpqqdq “ 0 (B.12)
for any solution of the transposed homogeneous integral equation zpqq.
These theorems are called Fredholm theorems and are true for a large class of functions
fppq andKpq, pq. Next I will prove these theorems for certain cases. Before doing that, I want
to mention that in practice integral equations are numerically solved using the machinery
described here. Even the Fadeev equations for nd scattering with infinite cutoff are solved
by picking a very large cutoff (cutoff is very large if it is much larger than the characteristic
energy scales of the scattering problem), then discretizing the integration interval, arriving
at a system of linear algebraic equations, which can be solved numerically. In this process
one usually hopes that increasing the cutoff and the number of mesh points will make the
numerical solution converge, approaching to the actual solution. This happens, for example,
for the quartet channel nd scattering amplitude. Sometimes the numerical solution does
not show any sign of convergence though; it keeps oscillating as the cutoff increases. This
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happens, for example, for the LO doublet channel nd scattering and the LO three-boson
system without three-body forces. This usually means that the renormalization of the theory
is not done correctly and one needs to include more conterterms in the Lagrangian to make
the scattering amplitude converge.
A very important class of integral equations arises when one considers so-called separable
kernels which are of the form:
Kpp, qq “
mÿ
i“1
aippqbipqq. (B.13)
Without loss of generality we can assume that all aippq are linearly independent and that
all bipqq are linearly independent. Substituting this into the equation we can see that the
dependence of the function yppq on the variable p can be pulled out of the integral and
determined easily:
yppq “ fppq `
mÿ
i“1
aippq
ż
bipqqypqqdq. (B.14)
Denoting
ş
bipqqypqqdq “ Ci we have:
yppq “ fppq `
mÿ
i“1
Ciaippq. (B.15)
We have determined the dependence of yppq on p up to some undetermined constants Ci.
To determine these constants we substitute this solution back into the equation finding:
fppq `
mÿ
i“1
Ciaippq “ fppq `
mÿ
i“1
aippq
ż
bipqqrfpqq `
mÿ
j“1
Cjajpqqsdq. (B.16)
Canceling fppq from both sides and using the fact that aippq are linearly independent we
find:
Ci “
ż
bipqqfpqqdq `
mÿ
j“1
ż
bipqqajpqqdqCj (B.17)
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for any 0 ď i ď m. Making the notations: ş bipqqfpqqdq “ fi and ş bipqqajpqqdq “ Kij we
can put the last equation in the following form:
mÿ
j“1
pδij ´KijqCj “ fi (B.18)
for any 0 ď i ď m. This is a system of linear algebraic equations for the unknown constants
Ci. So we have proven that for this class of integral equation the solution can be actually
reduced to the solution of an ordinary system of linear algebraic equations. It is easy to see
that to any solution of the integral equation corresponds a unique solution to this system of
linear algebraic equations and vise versa. Using this correspondence between the solutions
of the integral equation and the solutions of the system of linear algebraic equations the
Fredholm theorems can be proven easily for this class of integral equations.
Next let’s consider integral equations which have “small” kernels and prove that for this
class of equations the first part of the theorem 1 is always true, with smallness to be defined
later. Before doing that let’s introduce the following notation:
rK2 ˝K1spp, qq “
ż
K2pp, sqK1ps, qqds. (B.19)
It can be shown that if the two functions K1pp, qq and K2pp, qq are uniformly continuous
then rK2 ˝K1spp, qq is uniformly continuous also:
|rK2 ˝K1spp1, q1q ´ rK2 ˝K1spp2, q2q|
“ |
ż
K2pp1, sqK1ps, q1qds´
ż
K2pp2, sqK1ps, q2qds|
ď |
ż
K2pp1, sqrK1ps, q1q ´K1ps, q2qsds| ` |
ż
rK2pp1, sq ´K2pp2, sqsK1ps, q2qds.|
(B.20)
Denoting the upper limit of the functions K1pp, qq and K2pp, qq by M , and the length of
integration interval by L, we see that for any  there is a δ such that for any |p1 ´ p2| ă δ
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and |q1 ´ q2| ă δ:
|K1ps, q1q ´K1ps, q2q| ă 
2ML
(B.21)
and
|K2pp1, sq ´K2pp2, sq| ă 
2ML
. (B.22)
Substituting these inequalities into previous inequality we find that |rK2 ˝K1spp1, q1q´ rK2 ˝
K1spp2, q2q| ă , which proves the uniform continuity of the function rK2 ˝K1spp, qq.
Now let’s take an integral equation of the following form:
yppq “ fppq ` λ
ż
Kpp, qqypqqdq, (B.23)
with Kpp, qq and fppq uniformly continuous and λ some small parameter. A natural way
of finding an approximate solution to the equation would be to do an interpolation. At
the first step we would take yppq “ fppq, then we would substitute this back into the same
equation to find yppq “ fppq ` λ şKpp, qqfpqqdq etc., and we would hope that this sequence
of functions eventually converges. Another way of finding the same formal solution would
be do write the function yppq as series in powers of λ:
yppq “ y0ppq ` λy1ppq ` λ2y2ppq ` ..., (B.24)
then substitute this into the equation and match the coefficients of the powers of λ. After
matching we find for the functions ykppq:
y0ppq “ fppq
yk`1ppq “
ż
Kpp, qqykpqqdq, k “ 0, 1, 2, ...
(B.25)
Doing the iterations it is easy to see:
ykppq “
ż
Kpkqpp, qqfpqqdq, k “ 1, 2, ... (B.26)
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where using the notation introduced above:
Kpnqpp, qq “ K ˝K ˝ ...n times... ˝K (B.27)
Using what we have proved earlier it can be shown that all the functions Kpkqpp, qq and
ykppq are uniformly continuous. Denote the upper limit of the function |Kpp, qq| by M :
|Kpp, qq| ă M , and the length of the integration interval by L. Using the definition of
Kpkqpp, qq we find:
Kpkqpp, qq ďMkLk´1 (B.28)
As fppq is uniformly continuous too, we also have an upper limit for this function: |fppq| ă F .
Using the definition of ykppq we find an estimate:
|ykppq| ďMkLkF. (B.29)
Substituting this last equation into the equation (B.24) we find that this series will be
uniformly convergent for all λ in the circle:
|λ| ă 1
ML
(B.30)
So as far as λ is in this circle the function yppq defined by the series (B.24) will be uniformly
continuous and will satisfy the integral equation. To show that this solution is unique let’s
take two solutions y1ppq and y2ppq to our equation. Substituting these functions into the
equation and subtracting from each other we find:
y2ppq ´ y1ppq “ λ
ż
Kpp, qqry2pqq ´ y1pqqsdq (B.31)
Denoting the upper limit of |y2ppq ´ y1ppq| by Y we find:
Y ď |λ|MLY “ cY, (B.32)
where c “ |λ|ML. Now using |λ| ă 1
ML
we also have that c ď 1. This can be consistent with
the inequality (B.32) only if Y “ 0. Hence the series solution that we find for the integral
equation is unique.
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So we have proven the Fredholm theorems for two kinds of kernels. More general case
of uniformly continuous kernels is proven by noting that any uniformly continuous function
Kpp, qq defined on a finite square can be approximated by a polynomial in powers of q and
coefficients that are only functions of p and we already know how to deal with this kind
of kernels. Then the difference of Kpp, qq and this approximating polynomial can be made
arbitrarily small, which is also something that we have already covered.
B.2 Numerical methods
In practice the analytical methods introduced in the previous section of this appendix B.1
are not very useful for the equations that we encounter in the EFT{pi, because the kernels
of the integral equations are not separable. Instead we break the integration intervals into
smaller intervals and numerically solve the system of linear algebraic equations obtained as
described in section B.1. For definiteness let’s consider the LO quartet channel equation
again (see Eq. (B.33)).
tl0pk, pq “ ´y
2
tMN
pk
Ql
ˆ
p2 ` k2 ´MNE
pk
˙
´ 2
pi
Λż
0
dqq2tl0pk, qq 1b
3q2
4
´MNE ´ i´ γt
1
pq
Ql
ˆ
p2 ` q2 ´MNE ´ i
pq
˙
.
(B.33)
We can see that the integrand of the integral term in Eq. (B.33) has singularities along the
real axis. Because of these singularities we need to increase the number of mesh points to
make the solution to eventually converge numerically. Alternatively we could change the
integration contour into the complex q plane. In doing so we need to make sure the new
integration contour satisfies some conditions. Firstly it has to start and end at q “ 0 and
q “ Λ, and secondly, in the region of the complex q plane separated by the new contour and
the real axis our integrand has to have no singularities. Then by applying Cauchy’s integral
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theorem we wouldn’t have changed the value of the integral. We can put both of the variables
q and p on this contour before solving the equation. Then after having the solution function
on this contour we can substitute it into the same equation, but this time choosing p on the
real axis, and we would get the solution on the real axis. The advantage of this approach
is that if the new contour is chosen such that the integrand has no singularities on it, then
we would need fewer mesh points to get a converging solution. This method of solving
Faddeev equations was introduced by J.H. Hetherington and L.H. Schick [69]. The kernel in
Eq. (B.33) has two sources of singularities. The first one is the deuteron propagator, which
gives the singularity on the real axis. The second one is the function Ql
´
p2`q2´MNE´i
pq
¯
,
which can give branch cuts on the complex plane which are not the real axis. Therefore the
new contour has to be chosen appropriately, such that it avoids all of the singularities. This
is done by investigating the analytical properties of the kernel of the integral equation [101].
For the equations we solve we choose the contour given in Fig. B.1 with φ “ tan´1p2k
γt
q and
the reference [101] shows that there are no singularities on this contour.
 
Im(q)
Re(q)
Figure B.1: The integration contour in the complex q plane.
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Appendix C
Relevant integrals
C.1 Two-body P -wave contributions to nd scattering, one-loop diagram
The integrals that come up calculating the one-loop diagram with the two-body P -wave
interactions are given in Eq. (C.1), Eq. (C.2) and Eq. (C.3). Here I will derive these integrals
and give a couple general results.
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Iklp~k, ~p, a2, b2q “
ż
d3q
p2piq3
1
p~q ´ ~k
2
q2 ` a2
1
p~q ´ ~p
2
q2 ` b2~qk~ql
“ 4pi
3p2piq3 Λδkl
´ pi
2
4p2piq3 δkl
#
a` b´ 4pa
2 ´ b2q2
pa` bqp~k ´ ~pq2 ` 8
tan´1pαq
|~k ´ ~p|
pa2 ´ b2q2 ` pa2 ` b2q p~k´~pq2
2
` p~k´~pq4
16
p~k ´ ~pq2
+
´ pi
2
4p2piq3kkkl
#
12pa2 ´ b2q2
pa` bqp~k ´ ~pq4 `
5a´ 3b
p~k ´ ~pq2 ´ 8
tan´1pαq
|~k ´ ~p|
3pa2 ´ b2q2 ` p3a2 ´ b2q p~k´~pq2
2
` 3p~k´~pq4
16
p~k ´ ~pq4
+
´ pi
2
4p2piq3pkpl
#
12pb2 ´ a2q2
pa` bqp~k ´ ~pq4 `
5b´ 3a
p~k ´ ~pq2 ´ 8
tan´1pαq
|~k ´ ~p|
3pa2 ´ b2q2 ` p3b2 ´ a2q p~k´~pq2
2
` 3p~k´~pq4
16
p~k ´ ~pq4
+
` pi
2
4p2piq3 pkkpl ` klpkq
ˆ
#
12pa2 ´ b2q2
pa` bqp~k ´ ~pq4 `
a` b
p~k ´ ~pq2 ´ 8
tan´1pαq
|~k ´ ~p|
3pa2 ´ b2q2 ` pa2 ` b2q p~k´~pq2
2
´ p~k´~pq4
16
p~k ´ ~pq4
+
(C.1)
and:
Ilp~k, ~p, a2, b2q “
ż
d3q
p2piq3
1
p~q ´ ~k
2
q2 ` a2
1
p~q ´ ~p
2
q2 ` b2~ql
“ pip2piq2kl
#
b´ a
p~k ´ ~pq2 ` 2
tan´1pαq
|~k ´ ~p|
pa2 ´ b2q ` p~k´~pq2
4
p~k ´ ~pq2
+
` pip2piq2pl
#
a´ b
p~k ´ ~pq2 ` 2
tan´1pαq
|~k ´ ~p|
pb2 ´ a2q ` p~k´~pq2
4
p~k ´ ~pq2
+
(C.2)
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and:
Ip~k, ~p, a2, b2q “
ż
d3q
p2piq3
1
p~q ´ ~k
2
q2 ` a2
1
p~q ´ ~p
2
q2 ` b2 “
pi2
p2piq3 4
tan´1pαq
|~k ´ ~p| (C.3)
where
α “ |
~k ´ ~p|
2pa` bq (C.4)
The integral given in (C.2) can be expressed in terms of (C.3), and integral given in (C.1)
can be expressed in terms of (C.2) and (C.3) [102, 103]. To prove this let’s take (C.1) and
express it in terms of (C.2) and (C.3), the case of (C.2) will be analogous and simpler. Notice
that in (C.1) we can change the integration variable ~q Ñ ~q ´ ~p
2
to find it expressed in terms
of (C.2) and (C.3) with appropriate parameters and the following integral: (after redefining
~k´~p
2
)
ż
d3q
p2piq3
1
p~q ´ ~k
2
q2 ` a2
1
~q 2 ` b2~qk~ql (C.5)
Now notice that the answer of this integral has to be of the following form:
Iklp~k, ~p, a2, b2q “ Aδkl `Bkkkl (C.6)
Where A and B are just rotational scalars. To find A and B we can contract both sides of
the last equation with δkl and kkkl. This will give us the following two equations respectively:ż
d3q
p2piq3
1
p~q ´ ~k
2
q2 ` a2
1
~q 2 ` b2~q
2 “ 3A`B~k2 (C.7)
ż
d3q
p2piq3
1
p~q ´ ~k
2
q2 ` a2
1
~q 2 ` b2 p~q ¨
~kq2 “ A~k2 `B~k4 (C.8)
These equations give a system of linear algebraic equations for the constants A and B, but
we first need to calculate the integrals in the left hand sides of these equations.
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Let’s first see how the calculation goes for the left hand side of the first equation. Adding
and subtracting b2 to the numerator the integral breaks into two:
ż
d3q
p2piq3
1
p~q ´ ~k
2
q2 ` a2
1
~q 2 ` b2~q
2 “
ż
d3q
p2piq3
1
p~q ´ ~k
2
q2 ` a2
´ b2
ż
d3q
p2piq3
1
p~q ´ ~k
2
q2 ` a2
1
~q 2 ` b2
(C.9)
The second integral here can be recognized as (C.3) and the first one can be calculated either
directly or by replacing the integration variable to ~q Ñ ~q ´ ~p
2
to give:
ż
d3q
p2piq3
1
p~q ´ ~k
2
q2 ` a2
“ 1
2pi2
pΛ´ api
2
q (C.10)
where Λ is the cutoff for |~q|. Here and in what follows after we neglect all the positive powers
of 1
Λ
.
Now lets turn to the calculation of the left hand side of the second equation in our system
of equations for A and B. Here we can do the following substitution:
~q ¨ ~k “ ´pp~q ´
~k
2
q2 ` a2q ` p~q 2 ` b2q ` k
2
4
` a2 ´ b2 (C.11)
After the substitution we find:
ż
d3q
p2piq3
1
p~q ´ ~k
2
q2 ` a2
1
~q 2 ` b2 p~q ¨
~kq2
“ ´
ż
d3q
p2piq3
1
~q 2 ` b2~q ¨
~k `
ż
d3q
p2piq3
1
p~q ´ ~k
2
q2 ` a2
~q ¨ ~k
` pk
2
4
` a2 ´ b2q
ż
d3q
p2piq3
1
p~q ´ ~k
2
q2 ` a2
1
~q 2 ` b2~q ¨
~k
(C.12)
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The first integral in this equation is obviously equal to zero, because of symmetry consider-
ations. In the third integral we do the same substitution (~q ¨ ~k “ ´pp~q ´ ~k
2
q2 ` a2q ` p~q 2 `
b2q ` ~k2
4
` a2 ´ b2) to find:
ż
d3q
p2piq3
1
p~q ´ ~k
2
q2 ` a2
1
~q 2 ` b2~q ¨
~k
“ ´
ż
d3q
p2piq3
1
~q 2 ` b2 `
ż
d3q
p2piq3
1
p~q ´ ~k
2
q2 ` a2
` pk
2
4
` a2 ´ b2q
ż
d3q
p2piq3
1
p~q ´ ~k
2
q2 ` a2
1
~q 2 ` b2 (C.13)
Here we know the first two integrals and the third one is again given by (C.3).
The trickiest integral is the middle term in (C.12). The naive change of integration
variable ~q Ñ ~q ´ ~k
2
gives the result k2p2piq2 pΛ ´ api2 q, which has the correct finite piece but
incorrect infinite piece. The problem is that after the shift of the integration variable the
integrand looks rotationally symmetric, but as the limits of the integration are changed
also, this symmetry is just illusionary. This means that the change of variables is of course
allowed, but one has to be careful about changing the limits of integration too. For example
after the mentioned change of variables the integral breaks into two parts one of which seem
to be the same as the first terms in (C.12) and hence it should be zero, but it is in fact a
different integral and is not equal to zero. Instead of changing the integration variables, I
calculated this integral directly integrating first over φ then θ then q, and I got the following
result:
ż
d3q
p2piq3
1
p~q ´ ~k
2
q2 ` a2
~q ¨ ~k “ 1
6pi2
k2Λ´ ak
2
8pi
(C.14)
So putting everything together we are able to solve the system of equations (C.7) and (C.8)
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for the constants A and B and from there it is easy to get to the answer of the integral in
(C.1).
There is a simpler way to calculate the integral in (C.14), then the direct integration over
the angles and the magnitude. To describe this I will need to use a lemma proven in what
follows.
The discussion here is based on the following lemma.
Lemma: Suppose there is a function of one variable fpxq that is analytic near infinity
and integrable on any given interval on the real axes. Construct the following two functions
of Λ:
ż Λ
´Λ
fpxqdx (C.15)
and
ż Λ`a
´Λ`a
fpxqdx (C.16)
where Λ and a ă Λ are arbitrary positive numbers such that fpxq is analytic outside of a
circle with radius smaller than Λ ´ a. Then the difference of the two functions (C.15) and
(C.16) is an analytic function of Λ near infinity and its series does not contain the Λ´free
term.
Basically this lemma is just stating that after the shift of the integration limits the
constant part of the integral does not change and only the non-zero powers of the infinity
change. Note that the integral in (C.16) is the same as
şΛ
´Λ fpx`aqdx, so we can rephrase the
statement in the lemma saying that the Λ´free term in the series of the function şΛ´Λpfpxq´
fpx´ aqqdx is zero. The generalization of this lemma will state that the Λ´free term of the
series of the function
şpfp~qq´ fp~q´~kqqd3q is zero, where the integration is done over a three
dimensional ball of radius Λ. This generalized version can be used to calculate the infinite
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part of the integral (C.14) without any change of variables, then to calculate the finite part
of it after changing the variables ~q Ñ ~q ´ ~k
2
, but not changing the limits of integration, as
we know that the finite part is the same before and after the change of variables.
Proof of Lemma: Let’s do the following calculation:
ż Λ
´Λ
fpxqdx´
ż Λ`a
´Λ`a
fpxqdx
“
ż ´Λ`a
´Λ
fpxqdx`
ż Λ
´Λ`a
fpxqdx´
ż Λ
´Λ`a
fpxqdx´
ż Λ`a
Λ
fpxqdx
“
ż ´Λ`a
´Λ
fpxqdx´
ż Λ`a
Λ
fpxqdx
(C.17)
In both of those integrals the integration variable x is such that |x| ą Λ ´ a, hence fpxq is
analytic and can be written as:
fpxq “
8ÿ
n“´8
anx
n (C.18)
At this point we can see that the first statement in the lemma is a statement from complex
analysis: any integral of an analytic function in the region of its analyticity is an analytic
function.
Substituting this into the equation (C.17) we get:
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ż Λ
´Λ
fpxqdx´
ż Λ`a
´Λ`a
fpxqdx
“
ż ´Λ`a
´Λ
8ÿ
n“´8
anx
ndx´
ż Λ`a
Λ
8ÿ
n“´8
anx
ndx
“ a´1
ż ´Λ`a
´Λ
1
x
dx´ a´1
ż Λ`a
Λ
1
x
dx
`
ÿ
n‰´1
an
ż ´Λ`a
´Λ
xndx´
ÿ
n‰´1
an
ż Λ`a
Λ
xndx
(C.19)
The first line of this equation, after doing the integration can be simplified into log
`
1´ 2a
Λ`a
˘
,
which goes to zero as Λ Ñ 8 and hence contains only negative powers of Λ and the constant
term is zero. The second line can be written as:
ÿ
n‰´1
an
ż ´Λ`a
´Λ
xndx´
ÿ
n‰´1
an
ż Λ`a
Λ
xndx
“
ÿ
nă´1
an
ż ´Λ`a
´Λ
xndx´
ÿ
nă´1
an
ż Λ`a
Λ
xndx
`
ÿ
ną´1
an
ż ´Λ`a
´Λ
xndx´
ÿ
ną´1
an
ż Λ`a
Λ
xndx
(C.20)
and after doing the integration:
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ÿ
n‰´1
an
ż ´Λ`a
´Λ
xndx´
ÿ
n‰´1
an
ż Λ`a
Λ
xndx
“
ÿ
nă´1
an
n` 1pp´Λ` aq
n`1 ´ p´Λqn`1 ´ pΛ` aqn`1 ` Λn`1q
`
ÿ
ną´1
an
n` 1pp´Λ` aq
n`1 ´ p´Λqn`1 ´ pΛ` aqn`1 ` Λn`1q
(C.21)
All the summands in the sum of the first line of the last equation go to zero as Λ Ñ 8 and
hence, with the same argument as in the first line of the equation (C.19), this line contains
only negative powers of Λ and the constant term is zero. In the second line we can open
the brackets and it becomes obvious that for any given n the constant term in the first term
cancels the constant term in the third term.
A much easier way to prove the much stronger version of the second statement of the
lemma is to notice that the difference function is an odd function of Λ, hence when put into
series in powers of Λ it will only have odd powers. This proves that only the odd powers of
Λ change and all the even powers do not.
The applications of this lemma go beyond the calculation of the integral (C.14), for
example many of the steps of the calculation of the integrals given in (C.3), (C.2) and
(C.1) are justified by this. More generally in Feynman parameter technique a change of the
integration variable always occurs, which in principal may lead to an alteration of the answer
and it is not always well explained why it does not. Also in dimensional regularization it is
always considered that the same kind of change of variables is always allowed and this lemma
can serve as a justification for that, because in dimensional regularization the dimension of
the space is rendered such that the integrals always converge, hence they only have the finite
part, which according to the lemma does not change.
The generalization of the lemma to the higher dimensional integrals needs to be verified
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in the future.
The integral (C.3) can be calculated using position space techniques [104, 105]. The idea
is to use Fourier transformations. First note that:
ż
d3x
e´a|~x|
|~x| e
ip~q`~k
2
q¨~x “ 4pii
a2 ` p~q ` ~k
2
q2
(C.22)
using this the integral (C.3) can be written as:
Ip~k, ~p, a2, b2q “
ż
d3q
p2piq3
1
p~q ´ ~k
2
q2 ` a2
1
p~q ´ ~p
2
q2 ` b2
“ ´ 1p4piq2
ż
d3q
p2piq3
ż
d3x
e´a|~x|
|~x| e
ip~q´~k
2
q¨~x
ż
d3y
e´b|~y|
|~y| e
ip~q´ ~p
2
q¨~y (C.23)
Where ~x and ~y are three dimensional spatial vectors. Doing the ~q integration first we find
a delta function of the vector ~x ` ~y, which then can be used to do the ~y integration. After
that the ~x integration becomes trivial giving the result in (C.3).
C.2 Magnetic photon exchange diagrams
In the nd elastic scattering process there is only one electrically charged particle, the pro-
ton, so we don’t have Coulomb interaction diagrams, but the neutrons and the proton can
interact through their magnetic moments. These interactions are given by the Lagrangian
in Eq. (C.24) [106]:
LB “ e
2MN
N :pκ0 ` κ1τ3q~σ ¨ ~BN (C.24)
where κ0 and κ1 are the magnetic moments of the neutron and the proton, and ~B is given
by the vector potential ~B “ ~∇ ˆ ~A. The diagrams that contribute to nd scattering and
involve this interaction vertex are of higher order than N3LO, so they are not included in
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our calculations. Some of the lowest order diagrams that involve this interaction contribute
at N5LO and are given in Fig. C.1.
a) b) c)
Figure C.1: Magnetic photon exchange contributions.
To see that these diagrams contribute at N5LO let’s use the rules described in Section 3.4: the
diagrams have two dNN vertices together scaling as „ y2t „ 1M , three nucleon propagators
„ M3
Q6
, one photon propagator „ 1
Q2
, a non-relativistic loop integration „ Q5
M
, and two
photon vertices „ αp Q
M
q2, where α is the fine structure constant and it can be approximated
as α „ 0.01. Putting all of these together we get for the magnetic-photon diagrams’ scaling:
„ α 1
MQ
. As we work at energy scales where the power counting parameter is about Q
M
„ 0.3
we can estimate the scaling of the fine structure constant as α „ p Q
M
q4. Substituting this we
find for the scaling of the diagrams: „ p Q
M
q5 1
Q2
. Recalling that the LO contributions scale
as „ 1
Q2
, we see that the magnetic-moment diagrams contribute at N5LO.
As I already mentioned we have not included the contributions from these diagrams in
our calculation of the N3LO nd scattering amplitude, but we have calculated them and they
can be useful in the future, for the higher order calculations of this amplitude. Here I will
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just mention that the spin-isospin projections of these diagrams is done by using all the
techniques described in Appendix A and they pose no extra complications. The integration
part of the first two diagrams a) and b) is done using the integrals Eqs.(C.3), (C.2) and (C.1)
given in the first section of this appendix. The only new complication that we encounter
comes from the loop-integration part of the diagram c). A new type of integral needs to be
calculated which is given by:
Icp~k, ~p, a2, b2q “
ż
d3q
p2piq3
1
q2
1
p~q ´ ~k
2
q2 ` a2
1
p~q ´ ~p
2
q2 ` b2 . (C.25)
Note that the only difference between this integral and the one in Eq. (C.3) is the extra
denominator 1
q2
that come from the photon propagator. The integral in Eq. (C.3) can be
calculated using position space techniques, as described earlier, or it can also be done using
Feynman parametrization. Neither of these approaches works for Eq. (C.25). Using the
position space techniques, after using the delta function that comes from integrating over
~q we get two more integrals left as opposed to one when doing Eq. (C.3) and it doesn’t
seem to show any way to proceed. Using Feynman parametrization we get two parameters
as opposed to one when doing Eq. (C.3), the integration over the first parameter is fairly
simple, but it gives expressions involving square roots and arctan functions. After that we
have one more parameter left in the integral, and it shows no hope of being integrable in a
closed form. So a new approach is necessary if we want to find a closed form for this integral.
I found a simple change of integration variable that simplifies it considerably and expresses
it in terms of Eq. (C.3). Defining a new vector:
~l “ qˆ|~q| (C.26)
we can change the integration over ~q to an integration over ~l finding:
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Icp~k, ~p, a2, b2q “
ż
d3q
p2piq3
1
q2
1
p~q ´ ~k
2
q2 ` a2
1
p~q ´ ~p
2
q2 ` b2
“ 1
κ21κ
2
2
ż
d3l
p2piq3
1
p~l ´ ~k
2κ21
q2 ` a2
κ41
1
p~l ´ ~p
2κ22
q2 ` b2
κ42
, (C.27)
where
κ21 “ a2 ` k
2
2
(C.28)
and
κ22 “ b2 ` p
2
2
. (C.29)
The last line of Eq. (C.27) is just the integral Eq. (C.3), so we get the final answer:
Icp~k, ~p, a2, b2q “ 1
κ21κ
2
2
I
˜
~k
2κ21
,
~p
2κ22
,
a2
κ41
,
b2
κ42
¸
“ 1
2piκ21κ
2
2
1
| ~k
κ21
´ ~p
κ22
|
tan´1
¨˝
| ~k
κ21
´ ~p
κ22
|
2p a
κ21
` b
κ22
q
‚˛.
(C.30)
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